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The band craze phenomenon hits PC
By Ai.ison Espach ’07
News Staff

he PC music scene has ex
ploded, and according to Todd
Incantalupo, assistant director
of Student Activities-Involvement Leadership (S.A.I.L)/Slavin Cen
ter, the trend has only just begun. At least
one or two new PC bands have appeared
each year, and Incantalupo said “PC in
volvement has been growing quite a bit,
and new quality bands are seeking us out
more and more.”
The previous music scene that sur
rounded the predominant PC bands of a
few years ago, such as The Woodley
Brothers and the One Timers, does not
seem to parallel the new, crazed support
that currently surrounds bands such as
The Connection Theme, Revival, City
Heroic, The Biltmores, and The Pixies.
“Since our freshman year it seems like
there is always one more band every
ERIN KELLY '06. PORTFOLIO STAFF/The Cowl
year,” said JD Driscoll ’07, lead singer
Left
to
right:
Brendan
Leonard
’
07,
Jon
Pitts
’
06,
George
Baxter,
and
Danny
Baxter
’06 make up The Biltmores, one
of Revival.
of
many
bands
formed
in
part
by
PC
students.
Some
students
believe
the
popularity
of the musicians stems from the
Tom Casano ’06, keyboard player and
many venues where they can perform.
guitarist of The Connection Theme, con
siders The Woodley Brothers the cata musically inclined attending PC now,” cause it’s very energetic and personal. I dent support as a large factor in their suc
lyst. “I saw them playing at McPhail’s said Incantalupo.
think that my freshman year, people cess, they also have somewhere else to
“Maybe PC is attempting to break out didn’t realize that as much because they give thanks. “I believe McPhail’s has
and I thought ‘Wow I could be doing
that,’” said Casano. “I think a lot of of the mold that every student has to be were used to going to bars and listening been extremely influential in supporting
a certain way,” said Jocelyn Paquette ’07. to a DJ pump out techno hits. People the growing scene of PC bands,” said
people thought that.”
Revival thinks the change is partly are slowly starting to learn that live mu Brendan Leonard ’07, drummer and
Incantalupo credits the increasing stu
dent body talent and the expansion of the due to a shift in perspective among the sic is a much more direct connection mandolin player of The Biltmores.
student body as well.
music department for the occurrence.
between you and the band,” said Driscoll. “McPhail’s is where we play most often.”
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“I think people like live music be
“There are more students who are
While the bands cite increasing stu

T

Errors in SAT scoring Father Duffy remembered
By Richard Kurker ’09
News Staff

The Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
can be one of the most dreaded aspects
of one’s high school career, as this is the
one test that may be one of the deciding
STUDENT factors in determining
INTEREST whether or not students
get into the schools of
their choice. As if all this
stress weren’t enough, The College
Board recently announced that a scan
ning error had been made on a large num
ber of tests taken on Oct. 8,2005, mean
ing several thousand incorrect SAT
scores had been sent to colleges around
the country, including Providence Col
lege.
. According to Nancy Eagan, associ
ate dean of the Office of Admission,
Providence College received 122 cor
rected SAT scores, and 97 applicants
were affected. Of these 97 applicants,
four were denied during the Early Ac
tion selection process. The scores of
three of these rejected applicants only
increased by 10 points, and one increased
by 60 points. However, none of the fi
nal acceptance decisions were affected
because they were not based so much on
SAT scores as on overall academic per
formance.

Of the original 97 applicants affected,
20 had been placed on the waiting list,
but 16 were placed there after the scores
were corrected. Of the remaining four,
three had a 10-point increase and one had
a 120-point increase; however, the cor
rection didn’t affect even the applicant
with the huge score increase because his
scores from past tests were higher any
how.
According to The College Board’s
Web site, approximately 4,000 students
who took the SAT in October received
lower scores than they actually earned
due to a scanning error. The majority of
these students were from the northeast
ern region of the country, but the error
has affected the entire country as these
students sent their scores to colleges na
tionwide. The College Board notified
all students affected, as well as their high
schools and the colleges they applied to,
in an attempt to fix the mistake. In turn,
college admission officers will have to
review all of these applications to recon
sider students for acceptance.
Admissions officers at Providence
College said they feel in general that SAT
scores are not as important as overall
academic performance.
“Providence College doesn't really
focus on the SATs,” said Eagan. “We
do a much more holistic overview.”
SAT/Page 4

By Beth Lenehan ’08
News Staff

As students entered the campus on the
morning of Wednesday, March 22, they
may have noticed that the flags were at
half mast in remembrance of Rev.
Francis C. Duffy, O.P, of
IN the College’s St. Thomas
MEMORY Aquinas Priory and a
longtime member of the
College community. Father Duffy had
an attachment to Providence College
from an early age. A graduate of the
Class of 1953, Father Duffy was em
ployed for more than 40 years both in
and out of the classroom.
Upon his graduation from PC, Father
Duffy entered the Dominican Order and
went on to attend the College of the Im
maculate Conception. By the end of the
decade he had been awarded his
bachelor’s degree in Sacred Theology
(S.T.B.) and licentiate in Sacred Theol
ogy (S.T.L.). In 1960, Father Duffy was
ordained into the priesthood and did one
year of pastoral studies. He then pro
ceeded to teach for three years at
Aquinas High School in Columbus, O.H.
and in 1964, he began teaching at Provi
dence College in the Department of Po
litical Science. In 1969, he warranted
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Adam D. Roach ’06 explains his thoughts on
why Providence College should divest in Sudan.

Wondering what to do this spring? Katie Levine
’07 has your answer in her review of the Roger
Williams Park Zoo.
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his Masters degree from the University
of Rhode Island.
At Providence College, he was in
volved in many offices and held many
titles, including dean of students, assis
tant to the president, vice president for
student relations, and assistant dean of
men. He was honored by the Domini
cans at Providence College when he was
elected as the prior of St. Thomas
Aquinas Priory in 1984. Father Duffy
dedicated 41 years to Providence Col
lege and spent his entire career at PC
with the exception of two years in Wash
ington, D.C. In D.C., he served as the
prior of St. Dominic’s Parish.
Father Duffy also held the title of as
sistant to the vice president of develop
ment. Director of Alumni Development
Regional Programs, Theodore J.
DeNicola, said he came to know Father
Duffy during his time as a student at PC.
DeNicola was a student from 1970 to
1974, at which time Father Duffy was
serving as the vice president of student
relations. Due to his involvement with
Student Congress and the Board of Pro
grammers (BOP), DeNicola said he got
to Father Duffy who was “always avail
able to provide advice and recommen
dations about initiatives that 1 was work
ing on.”
DeNicola returned to Providence
DUFFY/Page 4
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NEWS BRIEFS
After success, Figure Skating Club
plans ahead
The PC Figure Skating Club (PCFSC)
received a silver medal at a Boston Uni
versity event held in February. Four skat
ers from PC competed in the High Team
Maneuvers event, including Laura
Cancellieri ’07, Erin Canha ’07, Liz Dale
’09, and Amy Bobrick ’08.
“We were absolutely thrilled with our
placement being a small school com
pared to our competitors [and] with little
collegiate experience,” said Cancellieri,
president of the club.
PCFSC is in the East Coast division
of the United States Figure Skating As
sociation. This year was PCFSC’s sec
ond year competing at the Boston Uni
versity event, held for all teams in the
East Coast division. They had placed
fifth out of eight teams the year before.
The club is looking to expand in com
ing years, according to Cancellieri.
“We practice at Schneider Arena and

are looking to increase practice time that
works with students’ class schedules, as
well as find more skaters to become ac
tive in the club,” Cancellieri said.
At present, PCFSC has 10 active
members who encompass a wide range
of ability levels, Cancellieri said. Yet she
said she hopes some upcoming activities
and plans for next year will increase the
size of the club.
The club has planned one more event
for this semester—a pizza party that will
include the viewing of the movie The
Cutting Edge.
“We would also like to increase ex
posure on campus by having an exhibi
tion and perhaps in the future perform
ing at hockey games if possible,” said
Cancellieri. “Intercollegiate figre skat
ing is growing at colleges and universi
ties and can be a real attraction for skat
ers who come to PC.”

PHOTO COURTESY O F KEN KRAETZER ’79

Providence College’s Army ROTC leads a group of alumni in New York
City’s St. Patrick’s Day parade on March 17. According to Ken Kraetzer
’79, nearly 100 alumni, trustees, and friends of PC marched in the parade,
which featured approximately 300 bands and other marching delegations.

—Jennifer Jarvis ’07

Campus Calendar for March 31 to April 6
Submit events at cowlnewsstaff@yahoo.com

Friday
6 p.m. “Relay for
Life” in the Peterson
Center.
8 p.m. “Carousel” in
the Smith Center for
the Arts.

Tuesday

Sunday
8 p.m. “Carousel” in 2 p.m. “Carousel” in
the Smith Center for the Smith Center for
the Arts.
the Arts.

12-7 pm. Blood
drive in ’64 Hall.

12-7 p.m. Blood
drive in ’64 Hall.

8 p.m. BOP
Coffeehouse in
McPhail’s.

9 p.m. Senior Night
in McPhail’s.

Thursday

7 p.m. The Second
Annual Miss PC
Pageant in McPhail’s.

10 a.m. HIV Testing
Day in Slavin Center
114.

7:30 p.m. Game Night
Fundraiser in
McPhail’s.

12-5 p.m. “MTVu
Village” on Slavin
Lawn.
6:30 p.m. “MTVu
Campus Invasion”
concert in Schneider
Arena.

Monday

Saturday

Wednesday

Do you want to be Miss PC
When: Wednesday, April
5th 7:00-9:30 p.m.

Where: Slavin's '64 Hall

2006?

Tickets are only $5...
Look for them on sale
in Ray next week!

Attention Ladies

The Future Friar Executives are looking for contestants for
the 2nd annual miss pC pageant
if you have a talent that you'd wish to showcase,
then this is the event for you!
Attention Non-Contestants: One lucky ticket holder will be chosen to be a student judge along
with the other seven PC faculty judges. So don't forget to buy a ticket to the Pageant.
You may be helping crown Miss PC 2006!!!

Please contact Ashley Niven at aniven07@providence.edu to sign up or look for the sign up table in Ray Cafeteria!
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The 'reel' deal

film minor approved
of the spring semester, with more stu
dents declaring next year.
Although it was the faculty in the the
atre, dance, and film department who did
most of the work to get a film minor ap
proved at the College, they did have stu
dent proponents ofthe major. Last spring,
Matt Weber ’06 spoke to the Faculty
Senate in favor of the minor.

By Meghan E. Welch ’06
News Staff

Beginning next fall, a new film mi
nor will be offered at Providence Col
lege. The minor was approved by Rev.
Brian Shanley, O.P., president of Provi
dence College, earlier this
CAMPUS semester.
NEWS “There are a lot of people
on campus interested in film
and video production,” said Dr. Wendy
Oliver, chair of the Department of The
ater, Dance and Film. “The film courses
have always been popular, so I think it’s
important that credits for those classes
are counted.”
The minor has been in the works for
four years and was approved by the Fac
ulty Senate in May 2005. However, since
a new editing lab included in the pro
posal was unaffordable at the time, Fa
ther Shanley opted to wait for the money
before approving the minor.
Fortunately for the school, toward the
end of last semester, a large donation
secured the money for the new editing
lab and the minor was able to be ap
proved. On Wed., March 29, a meeting
was held to determine the logistics of the
construction of the editing lab. It is likely
that the lab will be located in Feinstein
Academic Center and, according to
Oliver, the goal is to have the lab up and
running for the 2006-07 academic year.
The construction of the editing lab is
currently the priority for the theater,

KRISTEN WYNOTT ’07/The Cowl

The film courses have always
been popular, so I think it’s
important that credits for those
classes are counted.

Students will now be able to take advantage of the film courses available at
Providence College by declaring a film minor.
Dr. Wendy Oliver

dance, and film department regarding the
introduction of the new film minor.
“We’re not introducing a lot of new
classes or faculty for the minor,” said
Oliver. “Instead, we’re going to reinforce
what we already have and focus on get
ting the lab up and running.”
Students who opt to pursue a film
minor will be required to take six courses.
In addition to an Introduction to Theatre,
Dance, and Film class, Video and Film
Production, and a film theory course, stu
dents will take three electives. Elective
courses include courses in screen writ
ing, film history and analysis, and ad

vanced production classes.
“The minor has a number of courses
in film history and analysis that are just
as important as the production classes,”
said Oliver. “Although when people first
hear about film courses, the production
side tends to appeal to them more, we
want to make people well-rounded.”
On Thursday, March 23, a meeting
was held by Oliver and Rev. Kenneth
Gumbert, O.P., associate professor of
theater, dance and film, regarding the
major. About 20 students attended the
meeting and Oliver expects about 10 stu
dents to declare a film minor by the end

One student who has expressed inter
est in the minor is Matthew O’Donnell
’08.
“I think films are a huge part of soci
ety in this day and age,” he said. “They
can alter attitudes; they can uplift you,
depress you, and teach you. It’s also an
art form I hope to one day work with
myself. 1 think it’s important to have a
film minor, and hopefully someday a film
major here because film is a major part
of our society.”

Bands: Biggest danger is overexposure
continued from front page

“So many people stand around a keg
and talk about starting a band; very few
take the initiative to actually start a band.
We did it, and it has been relatively easy,”
said Leonard. “I feel fortunate going to
PC and having people in the administra
tion assist in getting extracurricular
projects like this off the ground.”
According to the bands, PC seems to
offer a particularly large amount of op
portunities to those of other colleges.
“The other guys in my band go to differ
ent schools, and we are looking into play
ing at a few of their colleges. But so far,
the opportunities aren’t anything com
pared to the ones at PC,” said Driscoll.
In fact, there are so many musical
venues surrounding PC that bands fear
the overexposure. “The major problem
is running yourself too thin,” said
Driscoll. “There are a lot of places to
play around here, like Prime Time, Old’s,
and McPhail’s. Last year we were play
ing almost every weekend at some place,
and I felt attendance was waning.
Whereas this year we played at very se
lective shows, like South of the Border
Night and Junior Night, and we had huge
turnouts.”
Because bands can heavily rely on
the tremendous exposure, the hardest part
about being a PC band is “not resting on
your laurels,” said Danny Baxter ’06,
member of The Biltmores.
“We have been spoiled in a way by
the McPhail’s gigs. Todd and all the staff
at McPhail’s are so easy-going and help

ful. It’s a great facility, it gets pretty
packed, and we really enjoy playing
there,” said Baxter. “It’s easy for us not
to want to challenge ourselves by play
ing at different gigs that are off-campus
and may not be as crowded.”
According to Kevin Tassini ’06, mem
ber of the One Timers, musical interest
among the student body is not a new phe
nomenon. “Once you ask around, you
realize one thing seems to be true. Ev
erybody wants to be in a band,” said
Tassini. “There’s a lot of talent on this
campus, I suppose it was only a matter
of time before it started to come out of
the woodwork.”
Considering the abundant music ven
ues and steady student and administra
tive support, one question remains to be
asked: Where are all the girls?
“I do not know,” said Incantalupo.
“But I do know that when BOP [Board
of Programmers] Coffeehouse holds
their Open Mic Nights, they do attract a
few female performers.”
“I know that Jillian Rodriguez ’06 has
a band called This Flattery, but I think
it’s more of a solo act. Not that a solo
act is bad or anything, but I don’t know
if it’s really a band in that regard,” said
Baxter.
In an effort to answer the question,
Driscoll said “PC is a microcosm of the
music scene in the real world, and you
don’t find as many girl bands out in there
as you do guys. I wouldn’t see PC being
that much different than the larger scale.”
“Don’t more girls go to PC than
Boys?” Baxter jokingly wondered.

Men and Women Needed for
Alcohol Drinking Research Study
The Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies at Brown
University is examining the effects of a medication on
responses to drinking and alcohol related cues. Study
participation will involve several outpatient visits
over approximately a 6-week period.

Earn up to $500 for completing the study
You must be 21-65 years old, a regular drinker, and
not seeking treatment for alcohol problems.

Call Amy or JP at (401) 444-1807

KEVIN TASSINI '06/The Cowl

Tom Casano ’06 plays keyboard and guitar for The Connection Theme.

“Maybe it is harder for girls to get a
group together,” added Driscoll.
Whatever the cause behind the ab
sence of PC female bands, Incantalupo
said he hopes that “maybe in the next
year or so, we will see some female bands
pop up.”

In the meantime, the already estab
lished bands plan on taking advantage
of the PC community atmosphere and
administrative support. Tassini said, “It’s
all about having fun and playing music,
and I hope that this trend in campus
bands keeps getting better.”

McPhail's Line-Un!
Toastmasters Classic
Come down to McPhail's Ibra sJircat nis_»ht of
music. Ibod <Xi poker. Texas I loldem tourna
ment. Newport Storm Promo <& Scaxviiger
Hunt, lull barxx/ll) a 8pm

Senior Night!
Seniors come clown to McPhail's lor your fun
filled Senior Nisxht ir Spin !l ull bar w/ll)
</4:3Opm. ( )nlx 2 left!!!

Final Four *& City Heroic!
I lex everyone! Come on down
watch the
I inal I our on the bijj, screen in McPhails cKi
hang out alter lor C'itx I leroic! I till barw/ll)
•/0pm
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Duffy: Friar served at PC for 41 years
continued from front page

College in 1981 and he revived his
friendship with Father Duffy upon his
return. They often traveled together
throughout the Northeast for work and it
was during these trips that their friend
ship was strengthened. Father Duffy
again offered advice and support to
DeNicola, especially when there was an
illness in his family.
“Father Duffy was a close personal
confidante and supported me tremen
dously,” said DeNicola.

For 13 years, Father Duffy served as
the national chaplain of the Alumni As
sociation. He would celebrate Mass dur
ing class reunions and would offer Mass
for the deceased graduates. DeNicola
said that Father Duffy represented the
best values of the Dominican Order, as
he was dependable and always eager to
meet various alumni, and served as a
representative to the College at different
events.
“Father Duffy was a very private per
son,” said Rev. Damian Myett, O.P., who
first met Father Duffy in September

1951—his freshman year. For years,
Father Duffy suffered from chronic back
pain, but Father Myett said he never com
plained; many people never knew he had
back problems. Unfortunately, the pain
increased as he grew older and it became
difficult to attend daily prayer in the
Priory chapel. Father Myett said that the
recitation of the Divine Office requires
constant bowing. Yet, Father Duffy did
not let his back problems stop him from
praying; rather, he prayed in his room and
even celebrated Mass there. Father
Myett said that Father Duffy was “a man

of prayer, but he did it privately.”
“Having known him all these years..
. I know that throughout his life as a Do
minican he was faithful to the end in liv
ing and practicing his vows,” said Fa
ther Myett. Like all Dominicans, Father
Duffy vowed to live a life of poverty,
chastity, and obedience. Father Myett
also said that Father Duffy was loved and
will be missed by his brothers in the
Priory, alumni, and various members of
the PC community.
Information from the Providence Jour
nal was used in this article.

SAT: Scores Are Trashed for some
continued from front page
Eagan said that admissions at Provi
dence College is based moreso on aca
demic achievement and the number of
advanced classes students have taken
than just one test.
“1 hate to see a student reduce him
self to one Saturday morning,” Eagan
said.
This was the case with many of the
affected students. Most students take the
SATs multiple times and colleges look
at the highest scores. Therefore, for
many people, the corrected increased
score did not make a difference because
it was not as high as other scores previ
ously examined.
Eagan said that colleges like the Uni
versity of Rhode Island (URI) and Salve
Regina University place a greater empha
sis on the SATs. According to Daniel
Barbarisi’s article “SAT errors test pa
tience” in the March 10 issue of The

Providence Journal, 137 applications
had to be reviewed and reconsidered at
URI, while 52 applications were recon
sidered at Salve Regina University. Both
schools have had to increase financial aid
packages because now several students
have met the requirements. Overall,
however, not many decisions were im
pacted, and there were basically no de
cision changes at Providence College,
according to Eagan.
No specific details have been released
concerning the cause of the scanning er
ror. Eagan suggested that because the
error occurred at the College Board scor
ing center in Austin, Texas, the heat and
humidity may have affected the sensitive
scanning processes. Another possibility
is that the scanning sheet or the structure
of the new SAT format could have af
fected the results. Although none ofthese
causes have been confirmed, Eagan said
that we can only make guesses as to ex
actly what happened.

Some students affected by this mis
take are in a panic as a result, since it
could impact their choice of schools.
Meanwhile, colleges are currently in a
frenzy, struggling to reconsider all of the
affected applications. But what about the
parents? Most parents are just as wor
ried as the students are, trying to the best
of their ability to help clear up the situa
tion, Eagan suggested.
According to Justin Pope’s article
“College Board faces sharp criticism af
ter error disclosures for SAT exams” in
The Savannah Morning News, a 90-day
review is currently in action to investi
gate the matter, and the College Board
could possibly face legal scrutiny.
The article stated: “One test was off
by as much as 450 points on the 2,400point exam, though the vast majority
were off 100 points or less.”
Pope also indicates that the College
Board will have to rebuild its trust among
its supporters, and this view has been

widely supported. The College Board,
best known for its administration of the
SAT and AP exams, has always been a
reliable source in the past, but now even
admissions officers say they have lost
some faith in the company. Representa
tives from the College Board have reas
sured the public that they do not expect
anything like this to happen again. But
for now, the issue must be dealt with as
quickly and efficiently as possible.
Students at Providence College had
varying reactions to the SAT problems,
especially underclassmen who took the
SATs themselves just a few years ago.
“I’d be upset if that happened to me
because undeserving students could get
into better schools than more deserving
students based on SAT scores,” said Kate
Sembor ’09.
“I would be pretty angry,” said Mike
Matterazzo ’08, “but eventually it’s all
cleared up and life goes on.”

Spring Career Night 2006
Monday Night

•

April 10th

•

Slavin Center

What is Spring Career Night? It's TWO major events in ONE Evening!

Spring Job Fair •

seniors

Speak with employer representatives regarding full-time jobs.
Slavin Center, Upper and Lower Lobbies
5:00 PM—7:30 PM

Alumni-Student Career Conversations Reception •

all students

Get career advice from alumni in a wide variety of career fields.
Over 100 alums expected!
Slavin Center, ‘64 Hall
6:15 PM—8:00 PM
Advanced registration preferred for Career Conversations.
Email Paula Little, paula@providence.edu or call xl530.

Attend

a

Prep Session!

Questions to ask • What to expect • How to dress • Pick up an Alumni Participation List
Wed 4/5 at 4:00 PM in Slavin 112
Thurs4/6 at 4:30 PM in Slavin 117 or7:00 PM in Slavin 111

Visit www.providence.eduZeareer for more details!
Registration also available at the door!
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New execs, BOP hops for joy Elections
By Beth Finan ’07
News Staff

The abundance of posters
and fliers posted on kiosks,
hanging in residence halls, and
slipped under doorways last
week could have
CLUBS meant only one
& ORGS thing: campaign
ing for the execu
tive boards of three of the most
prestigious organizations on
campus was underway. With
32.5 percent of eligible students
voting in the Board of Program
mers (BOP) elections, Liz
lannessa ’07 won election as
president for the 2006-07 aca
demic year with 38 percent of
the vote over opponents Allie
Spivak ’07 and Kyle Casey ’07.
Courtney Hanks ’07, with 54
percent of the vote, beat Ricky
Faillace ’07 for vice president.
Newly elected treasurer John
Yodzis ’07 received 54 percent
over challenger Brian O’Connor
’07, and Amy Caldwell ’07 ran
un contested for secretary.
Upon learning of her victory,
lannessa said she jumped up and
down outside her residence hall.

“I was beside myself; I was
so excited,” she said. “I still
haven’t fully accepted that I
won.”
lannessa said she plans to
stay true to her platform of uni
fying the members of BOP.
“All 1 want is to be one
board,” she said. “That is the
first step to getting the best
events we could have.”
In her campaign, lannessa
also proposed the idea of hold
ing open forums for students to
express their opinions about
events BOP has held and could
hold in the future. She said that
the best time to have these fo
rums would be at the end of
each semester so “we could see
the results ofthat meeting in the
next semester.”
“I meant what I said about
open forums,” she said. “The
way [BOP’s] meetings are set
up now, it’s hard to hear what
the student body wants.”
Like lannessa, Hanks was
“shocked” when she heard the
results of the election.
“I was honored to be chosen,
realizing the Board has such a
great influence on PC campus
life,” she said. “Being part of

the executive board allows one
the opportunity to guide the
Board to implement changes to
make BOP more effective on
campus, better serving the needs
of the student body.”
Hanks said that one of her
goals is to increase publicity for
BOP events by further develop
ing a Web site.
“Accomplishingthe Board’s
anticipated goals should be hard
work, but achievable because
the student members are trusted
so much,” she said.
Treasurer Yodzis also has
his own goals for BOP next year.
He said he hopes to co-sponsor
more events and find alternative
ways to fund large events such
as concerts.
“BOP is responsible for so
much of the student activity fee
that I feel it’s my responsibility
to best use the fttnds so all stu
dents are happy with the
events,” he said. “I’m going to
be very organized in order to
make these goals a reality.”
Running unopposed,
Caldwell said that as secretary,
her duty will be to “to help board
members in the planning pro
cess to make events the best they

possibly can be.”
“I am very grateful to assume
this position and plan on work
ing hard for BOP and PC,” she
said.
lannessa said she is also
looking forward to working with
the other newly elected mem
bers of the executive board.
“They are all great, and
we’re all good friends. We’ll
make a great team,” she said.
Yodzis agreed, saying,
“They are all very qualified and
committed to BOP,” he said.
“With that much of a commit
ment, we’ll do a great job, and
I’m excited to work with them.”
Caldwell said that she has
worked directly with some
members of the new executive
board in the past on various
committees within BOP.
“For this I am grateful be
cause I already know how well
we work together and how our
personalities compliment each
other,” she said. “No individual
position is more important than
another. The success of the
board in general relies on a
group effort. This is how we
thrive.”

Baker to step up next year
By Chris Donnelly ’08
News Staff

The polls for Student Con
gress executive board closed
Friday, March 24, at 4:00 p.m.,
when Amy Baker ’07 emerged
__ victorious as
ELECTION students ConRESULTS gress president
for the 2006-07
school year. Of the 1,035 votes
cast, Baker received 721, de
feating the current treasurer of
the class of 2007, Amy
Berroyer, who received 298
votes.
“1 do believe that I will do a
lot to take Congress and the stu
dent voice into the administra
tion,” said Baker, who said she
was “really shaken” upon hear
ing the news Friday night.
As president, one of Baker’s
goals will be to “maintain the

consistency of Congress.”
Baker said that Congress’s ref
ormation process, which began
two years ago, will continue, as
minor changes still need to be
made.
She said she would like to
see the roles of Congress and the
committees defined more
clearly for the purpose of “mak
ing the distinction a bit wider.”
To prepare for next year,
Baker said she plans on work
ing throughout the summer ap
pointing skilled students to the
committees. “I am so thrilled.
I think we are an extremely
strong exec board . . . [The
members] are all enthusiastic
and have good heads on their
shoulders,” said Baker.
Baker said she also hopes to
form two new committees— a
publicity committee and a com
mittee concerning the outer

community of Providence. The
publicity committee would re
search ways of improving how
clubs and organizations adver
tise their events. The other com
mittee would have a broader
scope and could deal with issues
like security or public service.
“I think next year’s exec
board is very experienced and
ready for the coming year,” said
Matt Weber ’06, current Student
Congress president.
“I was very excited. I cam
paigned hard and people recog
nized my plans,” said Brent Gil
bert ’07, the current vice presi
dent for the Class of 2007 and
winner of the executive vice
president race, who ran against
Nicole Picard ’08, Class of2008
vice president.
“I would like to see more cul
tural events on campus. I would
definitely support them in any
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way possible,” said Gilbert.
Julie Mark ’07 won the race
for secretary over Alli Frechette
’08. Mark says she would like
to increase the public visibility
of Congress by including the
minutes for each congress meet
ing on its Web site.
“I see myself making Con
gress more accessible for stu
dents,” said Mark.
Jonny Styron ’07, current
treasurer of Student Congress,
will hold the position again next
year after an uncontested race.
Both the elections for vice
president and secretary were
close. In the vice presidential
election, Gilbert received 53
percent of valid votes compared
to Picard’s 47 percent, while the
secretary election was even
closer with Mark gamering 51
percent to Frechette’s 49 per
cent.

easy for
BMSA
By Jen Jarvis ’07
News Editor

Because all the Board of
Multicultural Student Affairs
(BMSA) candidates ran unop
posed, next year’s officers have
gotten a jump
CAMPUS start working toNEWS gether and plan
ning for the up
coming semester.
“I feel we will all work very
well together,” said Polyana De
Oliveira ’07, who will be presi
dent of BMSA for the second
year in a row in 2006-07.
“The great thing about
BMSA is we all know each other
thanks to the interactions be
tween all of the cultural societ
ies,” said Mike Pennuto ’07,
current BMSA secretary and
next year’s vice president.
“We’re all friends, we know
how to mix fun with work, and
we know how to get things
done.”
Two newcomers to the
BMSA exec board are Julia
Paolucci ’07, who will be trea
surer, and Jen Senosiain ’07,
future secretary. All four offic
ers said they want to make the
visibility of BMSA a priority.
“My biggest goal is to get
more people to become aware
of BMSA and what the club has
to offer,” said Senosiain.
“Up until this year, I wasn’t
very informed about BMSA and
its impact on campus,” said
Paolucci. “This year, the orga
nization has advanced a lot in
getting its name out.”
“1 hope to have more events
which will culminate a plethora
of different cultures, and do a
lot more co-sponsoring—not
just with the larger organizations
... but also the smaller ones,”
De Olieveira said.
“All of our clubs are pretty
unified and everyone has friends
within other clubs,” said
Pennuto. “It really isn’t a board
that is filled with politics; it’s a
board that is filled with fun.”
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Raising subsidy awareness
by

Erin Egan ’07
World Staff

Ask
PC
Would you vote for a college
student who ran for political
office? Why or why not?

The second in a two-part series on
farming subsidies

Domestically, strong agricultural lob
bying in the legislature has contributed
to the perpetuation of government sub
sidies. As of late, however, the problems
with these payments have
NEWS brought attention to falla
ANALYSIS cies, causing injustices
not only abroad, but right
here at home. Comfortably tucked into
the blanket of 78 percent of all payments
lies only 10 percent of farms. Produc
tion and commodity-based subsidies
grant farmers money which is tied to the
amount and type of crop they harvest.
This gives farmers incentives to buy land
and harvest as much of one crop as they
can—particularly the case for cotton in
Texas.
The subsidies paid to Texas in 2000
were valued at 116 percent of the actual
value of all the land and buildings.
Smaller farms around the United States
cannot afford to produce quantities high
enough to be granted the government
payments that larger farms receive. As a
resuit, the larger farms are buying out the
smaller ones.
According to the Environmental
Working Group, “In the 1920s and 1930s
the U.S. Census Bureau estimated that
there were about 6,300,000 farms. In
1997, the latest year recorded by the U.S.
Census of Agriculture, the number of
farms dropped to 1,911,859.” Mark W.
Leonard, a republican and farmer from
Iowa, claims that production-based sub
sidies “inadvertently, [are] a government
sponsored farm-consolidation program.”
Not only do subsidies hamper the econo
mies of most developing nations—they
contort the markets in our own backyard.
The United States overproduces to the
extent that the nation economically de
pends on the exporting market, rather
than producing just enough to provide
domestically. The United States ac
counted for approximately 40 percent of
the world’s export of cotton. For the
United States, the accumulated export
sales in 2005 were 53.5 percent higher
than in 1990. This correlates to increased
subsidy payments pushed through Con
gress by persistent farm lobbyists. Farm
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Smaller American farms are hampered by government farming subsidies
that benefit large production farms. As a result, smaller farms struggle to
survive against these dominant production powerhouses.
lobbyists push these subsidies by argu
ing that if they were not present, the
United States would be dependent on
imports. Large farms also consistently
lobby for production subsidies on the
grounds that larger farms need larger pay
ments to survive.
Ken Cook, an Environmental Work
ing Group representative, said, “if you
don’t hear something ridiculous [present
in that argument]...you need to step out
and talk to some folks who get no gov
ernment money.” There must be a point
at which a farmer is on his own.
Siding with Cook, Ken French, pro
fessor of finance at Dartmouth College,
pushes for subsidies that are linked to
something other than production. He pro
poses a subsidy that gives farmers incen
tives for environmental improvements
rather than incentive for growth. The
more the United States subsidizes based
on production, the more the nation builds
up farming sectors and makes them de
pendent on the very payments that made
them grow unjustifiably big.
The solution to this problem tran
scends politics and trade negotiations; it
is awareness. America is sheltered by
thousands of miles of ocean separating it
from the abject poverty of Africa. Per
haps, a daily view of the struggling farmer
in Africa trying to grow cotton on his own
would alter the perception of the over

sized farm endowed with billions in gov
ernment subsidies. A push from united
grass-roots organizations to rip these
problems out by their roots is a neces
sary step to the growth of agricultural
industry in developing nations. Slowly,
farmers themselves are taking to reform
advocacy. Additionally, colleges such
as Baylor University in Texas protested
by dumping cotton balls on the ground.
Countries such as Burkina Faso
struggle to compete with excess cheap
cotton that has been dumped on world
markets by affluent nations. These eco
nomic losses outweigh the benefits of
aid these nations receive from those
same countries. With awareness, the
American public can take control of this
decision from those that unjustly ben
efit from these subsidies—farmers, ex
porters, and politicians alike—and start
a clarion call for reform.
The year is here that trancends do
mestic and international policy.
Through the 2007 Farm Bill, the United
States must renew domestic policy and
through the last string of Doha negotia
tions, the nations of the world, led by
the United States, must reform world
trade.

“No, they probably have too
much on their hands with
classes.”
Dan Renehan ’06

“Yes, I would treat them like
any other candidate. I would
listen to their views and
decide if they were a valid
candidate.”
Leanne Orabona ’07
and Kaitlin O’Neill ’07

Sources: OxFam, Wall Street Journal,
BBC, USDA Foreign Agricultural Ser
vices, Environmental Working Group

College senior runs for R.I. senate
By Matthew Sullivan ’06
World Staff

As the end of the year approaches,
seniors must decide what they want to
do next year. One Georgetown senior,
Patrick Schmitt (D), has taken an unconventional route by announcing his candidacy
ANALYSIS for the state Senate seat in
Rhode Island’s 38th dis
trict.
The 38th district, which covers West
erly and parts of Charlestown, is cur
rently represented by Senate Minority
Leader Dennis Algiere (R). Algiere was
first elected in 1992 and has never been
opposed.
Schmitt is a New Jersey native who
moved to Rhode Island within the last 5
years. An Ethics and International Law
major in Georgetown’s School of For
eign Service, Schmitt is no stranger to
politics.
Last year he helped found Students
Acting Now: Darfur (STAND) a student
organization with chapters in colleges
and high schools throughout North
America. Currently, he serves as its ex
ecutive director. S.T.A.N.D. has worked

to bring an end to the genocide in the
Darfur region in Sudan.
After his involvement with S.T.A.N.D.
Schmitt saw the importance of the legis
lative process. “I’ve been in advocacy for
so long that I’ve seen it can be effective,
but that changes need to be made through
the legislative process,” said Schmitt.
At age 21, Schmitt appears to be a
rather young candidate, but for him what
matters are the causes. “Some people ask
‘why not wait 2 or 4 or 6 years,’ but its
not that I can’t wait, its that the issues can’t
wait,” claims Schmitt. Schmitt wants to
focus on issues of illegal drugs, educa
tion, senior issues, technology and taxes.
Schmitt is looking for young volun
teers from Rhode Island colleges for his
campaign. He believes that the current
generation of young people is more po
litically active than the previous one. “In
the last election the number of 18-25 year
olds voting surged. Our generation is
more active and empowered than Genera
tion X, who had the lowest turnout,” said
Schmitt.
The PC College Democrats have been
in contact with Schmitt and plan to help
him in his campaign. Kevin Roe ’07, the
Outreach Director for PC Democrats,

stated “We are all very excited about the
race. We intend to invite Patrick to speak
at PC, and to lend whatever help we can
to his campaign.”
Like Schmitt, Roe thinks that the
college students today are politically
engaged, “Young people today are not
as detached from politics as everyone
typically thinks. There are a lot of hard
working intelligent twenty-something
who can have a real impact on public
policy,” said Roe.
Kyle Drennen ’07 president of Col
lege Republicans, while not supporting
Schmitt’s candidacy, said he was excited
to see young people involved in the po
litical process. “I am glad to see young
people getting involved in the political
process, no matter what party they are
affiliated with.”
Schmitt’s candidacy is not unprec
edented in the nation or Rhode Island.
While a student at Providence College
Patrick J. Kennedy was elected to the
Rhode Island Assembly at age 21. Cur
rently Kennedy is the Congressman for
Rhode Island’s 1st district which in
cludes Providence College.

Sources. BBC, The New York Times

“No, I feel like they wouldn’t
have enough experience.”
Diane Krainak ’07 and
Courtney Albert ’08

“Yes, but only if the candidate
were Jennifer Anne Suski III.”
Kyle Seltzer ’06
Compiled by Julianne Spohrer ’07
and Allison Herrmann ’07
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Week in Review
Compiled

Local
Memorial for Mexican-Americans
The groundbreaking for a statue and
memorial garden to honor labor activist
Cesar Chavez will be held in Davis Park
in Providence on Friday. Chavez, the
founder of the United Farm Workers
Union, promoted the improvement of
community through enlisting individu
als in all types of social projects.
“By volunteering and doing some
thing in your community, you keep your
spirit alive,” said Marta V. Martinez, one
of the memorial’s organizers. The statue,
which has been paid for by a private
fundraiser organized by Councilman
Terrence M. Hassett, is set to be built
early next month.
Donations for the fund can be sent to
the Mexican American Association of
Rhode Island.
National
Gambling on the go
On Thursday, March 23, The Nevada
Gaming Commission passed a new mo
bile gambling regulation which allows
citizens to take their games outside of
the casino. According to the bill, Nevada
will be “the first state in the nation to
approve the use of handheld devices for
gambling in any public area of the state’s
casinos, such as restaurants and pool

by

ODDLY
ENOUGH

Nicole Chismar ’07

side.”
The new laws also incorporate a wide
variety of games, which include bingo,
blackjack, poker, and horse race betting.
The use of these mobile devices is ex
pected to add to Nevada’s gambling rev
enue.
John Asher, managing director of Can
tor G&W LP said, “We can offer a ca
sino a revenue enhancer.” Nevertheless,
state legislators are concerned about in
creased gambling among minors. Mobile
devices are set to hit casinos within the
next few months.
International
Israeli elections looming
Kadima, the centrist party established
by ailing Isreali prime minster Ariel
Sharon, won 28 of the 120 seats of the
Knesset, the Israeli Parliment, in elections
on Tuesday. Second place Labor Party
is a possible partner for a coalition
goverment. The coalition should be so
lidified in three week’s time, or shortly
after the Passover holiday. Acting prime
minister, Ehud Olmert, plans to facilitate
withdrawal from parts of the West Bank
and to have drawn Israel’s final borders
by 2010.
To have a stable governement with the
ability to pass any legislature, Olmert may
have to include more radical parties in

his coalition, ones oppose West Bank
withdrawals. Meanwhile, leaders of the
militant Hamas took control of Palestin
ian governement on Wednesday; they
urged Olmert not to draw up Israel’s fi
nal borders unilaterally.

No place for a prison break

Science and Technology
Genetic pigs on the plate
Scientists in San Francisco have re
cently unlocked the secret to producing
genetically engineered pigs with signifi
cant amounts of healthy omega-3 fatty
acids. Omega-3, a fatty acid believed to
prevent heart disease, promotes strong
brain development and may reduce the
risk of Alzheimer’s disease and depres
sion in humans.
The genetically altered pigs are the
latest advance in agricultural biotechnol
ogy, and researchers hope they can even
tually improve this technique by produc
ing other genetically altered animals such
as chickens and cows. Earlier experi
ments similar to this Omega-3 boosting
succeeded in reducing an animal’s fat
content. Most, however, never made it
out of the lab because of taste problems.
The Food and Drug Administration has
yet to approve any type of food that has
been genetically engineered.

How does a secluded island getaway,
surrounded by tranquil waters, with
horseback riding, skiing, and tennis avail
able for your pleasure sound to you?
Well, there is one catch—you must have
committed a crime in order to qualify for
a stay here.
At Bastoy Prison in Norway, these
dreams can become a reality. The idea
of an open prison system may seem ri
diculous to Americans, but Norway
neonetheless has one of the lowest in
carceration rates in the world. Oyvind
Alnaes, governor of the prison, said of
the plan, “It’s about giving the inmates
responsibility (and) trust, and teaching
them respect.”
The prison accepts a variety of crimi
nals who have been convicted of crimes
ranging from accepting bribes to murder.
The prison does not have fences and pris
oners are allowed to use axes and knives
when working around the island.
If an inmate attempts to escape from
the island, which is reportedly very rare,
they lose the privilege to stay at Bastoy.
“Its ok here, it gives you time to think
and reflect, and of course I enjoy the
horse-riding,” said one inmate.
Sources: Yahoo, Reuters

Sources: CNN, The Providence Journal

— Kim Krupa ’07

College House party horror story shocks Seattle
News
by

Kanhar Munshi ’08
World Staff

On Saturday, March 25, authorities
found an assault rifle, multiple clips car
rying 30 bullets each, a machete, and
several hundred rounds of ammunition
in Aaron Kyle Huff’s truck.
Twenty-eight year-old Huff was sus
pected of murdering six people and in
juring two more after allegedly opening
fire on a crowd at a Seattle house party.
He proceeded to take his own life in front
of police with the 12-gauge shot-gun.
Huff was arrested in November of
2000 for using his shotgun to shoot a
sculpted fiberglass moose at an arts
fundraiser in Whitefish, Mont. The
felony criminal mischief charge was re
duced later to a misdemeanor, and he
was fined $530 and ordered to perform

Weekly__

Spotlight

50 hours of community service.
Huff, who moved to Seattle five years
ago from Whitefish, had been living with
his twin brother, Kane Huff, in a nearby
apartment.
Rave parties, often taking the form of
themed events where partygoers dress up
in costumes or paint their faces, are
known to attract a lot of young people.
Friday night’s rave party, dubbed “Better
off Undead,” drew about 500 people.
The ability of Huff to have walked
into the party and taken the lives of these
unsuspecting revelers has led some to
question the safety of all house parties,
which are generally accessible and allow
occupants to come and go.
House parties are a big part of nightlife
on the PC campus, yet few would think
to question safety issues outside the con
cern of fire hazards. Biagio Gallifoco
’09, who frequents off-campus house par
ties, is relatively assured of their safety.
“For the most part I go to house parties

Associated Press

Aaron Kyle Huff was arrested in
2000 for using his rifle in an art
exhibit. Last week he used this same
gun to kill himself and six people at
a house party.

with my friends and to ones which I know
are frequented by a lot of PC students,”
said Gallifoco.
He also noted that most house parties
get very densely packed with people and
that he could foresee a potentially major
hazard to students’ lives if there ever
were an emergency.
Matthew Cioppa ’08 attends house
parties ocasionally, but said that he has
“never felt unsafe.” “I go mostly with a
group of my friends and I have never felt
my life to be in significant danger at any
point in time,” Cioppa concluded.
While much is still unknown about
how or why events unfolded the way they
did at this party, most students concur
that it is important to remain aware of
one’s surroundings and to stick together
with groups of friends—at a house party
or elsewhere.
Sources: Google, BBC, The New York
Times, Associated Press, Reuters

Rahman trial sparks world dispute

are allowed religious freedom, but Is
lamic law, or Sharia, is supreme. While
By Jim Hanrahan ’09
the criminal code does not state anything
World Staff
particularly about conversion, Muslim
What began as a custody battle clerics and scholars declare that Islamic
turned into an international dispute of law considers apostasy a sin punishable
human and religious rights this week. by death.
Since the law outright forbids apos
Abdul Rahman, 41, entered court to re
tasy,
such cases are very rare. Even un
gain custody of his two daughters. Dur
ing the investigation, the bitterly oppos der the harsh rule of the Taliban, which
ing family had told authorities a piece was no stranger to executions, there was
of information that no Islamic man no record of deaths for apostasy. In a simi
would want revealed to the public, that lar case about two years ago in Jordan
Abdul Rahman was guilty of apostasy— one man was prosecuted for converting
one of the most sinful and shameful acts to Christianity. His right to work was
in the Islamic religion. According to the taken away and his marriage was an
family, Rahman had converted 15 years nulled. Sudan is the only other country
ago to Christianity while working with known where apostates are punished by
a Christian aid group. At the time he was death. Some countries, such as Egypt,
working to help Christian refugees in have no laws prohibiting conversion, but
Pakistan.
there have been reports of individuals
The investigation, led by prosecutor being tortured for such acts. In other ar
Abdul Wasei, sought to condemn eas where there is no stated law, the pun
Rahman to the punishment for apostasy ishment for conversion can be very per
by Islamic law—death. The case created sonal such as isolation from friends, fam
an international uproar. Nations in ily, and the town in general.
America and Europe urged Afghan of
Adding fuel to the debate fire, there is
ficials to release Rahman. Many Mus also a contradiction to what the Koran
lim protestors marched in the street for demands as punishment for apostasy.
Rahman to be freed, while Muslim cler There is no record in the Koran of an
ics demanded that he face the death pen apostate being executed by a Muslim
alty.
prophet. This discrepancy not only inten
At this time in the Afghan govern sifies the international debate, but also
ment, there is a very delicate balance be heightens the debate between Muslims of
tween Democracy and Islamic law. Ac the same faith.
, . _
President George W. Bush urged Af
cording to the 2004 constitution, citizens

ghan President Hamid Karzai to release
Rahman saying, “I’m troubled when 1
hear—deeply troubled when I hear—that
a person who has converted away from
Islam may be held to account. That’s not
the universal application of the values
that I talked about.” President Karzai
stated that when he signed the constitu
tion he was agreeing to an independence
of executive and judicial powers, which
means that he is legally bound and can
not interfere with the trial.
Throughout the case there was issue
of Rahman’s mental state. According to
Rahman’s daughter and cousin, Rahman
had mental difficulties. A spokesman for
the Supreme Court, Abdul Wakil Omari,
stated that “during his preliminary court
hearing, he had said that he was hearing
strange voices and that he was not feel
ing well spiritually.”
The prosecution of course objected
to this, claiming that Rahman said, “1 am
ok, you can prosecute me, I can answer
your questions.” This factor in the case
caused investigational gaps.
There was also the issue of Rahman’s
time abroad in which he could have at
tained dual nationality. In the past,
Rahman had spent time in Germany’
Greece, and Belgium. A claim of dual
citizenship would change the outcome of
the case.
After ongoing pressure from Western
powers and an overall turbulent trail,
Rahman was released and acquitted on

Tuesday, according to Justice Minister
Sarwar Danish. The United States had
ensured his safety throughout the trial and
the U.S. embassy will assist in the asy
lum of Rahman. Rahman had requested
to be relocated after the trial as he is no
longer safe in his current location. Coun
tries such as Italy have stated that they
will gladly accept him.
Although the case was preceded by a
surprising lack of protest, many Afghans
are infuriated and demand the death of
Rahman. A fatwa, a religious decree, is
sued by the Taliban called for the mur
der of Rahman. The fear of anti-govern
ment sentiment is also setting in, as many
are possibly preparing to demonstrate in
local provinces.
This case has only irritated the already
tender wounds left by such events as the
recently published cartoon depicting the
Prophet Muhammad in European news
papers, and the various reports of the
Koran being destroyed by U.S. interro
gators at Guantanamo.
As Rahman entrusts his safety and
relocates to seek asylum, he continues
to serve as one of the many “tests” Af
ghanistan has faced recently. They
face these tests at a time when the tradi
tional way of life is learning to coexist
with the newly introduced democratic
government.

Sources: The New York Times
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Divest with the
best ’cause the
best divest
by

Adam D. Roach ’06

Commentary Staff

When a freedom makes you less free
by

Erin Rice ’06

Commentary Staff

About 75 years ago, Adolf Hitler be
gan spreading his ideas and beliefs
around Germany, gaining support
through the promise that he could lift his
country out of its post-war
RIGHTS depression. He blamed the
economic strife on the Eu’ ropean Jewry, claiming it
was a race, not just a religion. His radi
cal ideals were popularized through pro
paganda and control of the media. Aimed
primarily at children, Hitler’s propa
ganda taught them to fear and distrust
all Jews. Children’s books were written
portraying Jews as greedy beggars, liars,
and sexual predators. Game boards were
designed so that the winner was the per
son who could push the most Jews out
of town and back into Palestine. Hitler’s
words were clear; Jewry runs in the
blood, like a disease, and once Germany
had been cleansed of this disease, all of
its problems would be solved.
This is an extreme example, however,
it is one of the best examples ofhow free
dom of speech can be lethal. The people
of Germany were not all bad people; they
were lied to, given empty promises, and
essentially brainwashed. Where under
the umbrella of freedom of speech is the
line drawn between an opinion and a lie?
In the past year, the validity and limi
tations of freedom of speech have been
tested both here at Providence College
and in many places throughout the world.
Just recently, a British novelist and self
proclaimed anti-Semite, David Irving,
was sentenced to three years in jail after
making a speech in Austria about major
discrepancies in World War II history.
Irving claims that Nazis did not kill Jews,
but rather that they fell victim to an out
break of typhus and other diseases. In

The catastrophic and rapidly accel
erating humanitarian crisis in the Darfur
section of the nation of Sudan, Africa’s
largest nation, must be addressed with
great expediency. As a di
vided nation, Sudan has ex
SUDAN perienced frequent conflict
due to ethnic, religious, eco
nomic, and regional divisions. The divi
sion between North and South has
amounted to a rebellion on the part of
tribal groups from the southern territory
of Darfur against the oppressive govern
ing authority. After initial success by the
rebels, the Sudanese government enlisted
the assistance of Arab groups known as
the “Janjaweed” to uproot those who are
seen as supporting the rebellion.
The actions of the Sudanese govern
ment and the allied Janjaweed bands
have been solely responsible for the mass
genocide, estimated by some to be in the
neighborhood of 5,000 deaths each
month due to malnutrition, disease, and
murder. Compounding this loss of life,
refugees and internally displaced civil
ians (IDPs) have been forced to live in
squalor while facing the frequent harass
ment and sexual assault at the hands of
the Janjaweed.
Despite the dismal situation, momen
tum is slowly building in the West to
address and rectify the situation. Al
though companies around the world are
invested in Sudan, (as Sudan draws great
wealth from its oil sources in the North),
a movement is at hand in the West to di
vest in these companies. While divest
ment has been taking place at the gov
ernment level (individual states includ
ing Illinois, New Jersey and Oregon,
have divested from Sudan), perhaps the
most relevant development is the push
for divestment at the college level. So
far, Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth, Stanford,
Amherst, and Brown have divested in
by Terence Sweeney ’06
Sudan. If invested in Sudan, Providence
Commentary Staff
College must summarily follow suit.
Few Civil Rights issues in our times
Divestment has a history of proven
success. During previous conflicts be bear as much importance as the right to
tween the North and the South, divest enter a marriage. The right to marry is a
ment helped to accelerate the peace pro part of each person’s life, and any gov
ernment that denies that
cess. If enough institutions, at the col
right is proving itself to
lege, private, and government levels, di
manjfestly unjust. It
vest in Sudan, the Sudanese government MARRIAGE
is
for
this very reason
will be pressured into ceasing its immoral
practices that have remained unchecked. that same-sex marriage must not be al
Divestment on the part of the Col lowed. This may seem a curious state
lege, coupled with pressure for govern ment since the argument based on Civil
ment divestment, represents an urgent Rights is usually used to justify sameand immediate opportunity on the part sex marriage, but it can be clarified with
of the College, both as an institution and an understanding of the nature of mar
as an agglomeration of individuals, to riage and a subsequent understanding of
fulfill the Dominican principles upheld what the dissolution of that institution
means.
by the institution.
If marriage is merely the legal con
The strongest argument in favor of an
immediate and rapid divestment of the nection of two individuals for a self de
College from Sudan comes from the termined period of time due to a mutu
College itself. The College mission state ally shared affection, there is little rea
ment reads: “Providence College recog son to oppose same-sex marriage. But
nizes the unity of the human family that legality and affection do not capture the
proceeds from its one Creator. It there nature of marriage. Marriage is the
fore encourages the deepest respect for bonding of a man and woman—uniting
the essential dignity, freedom, and equal them as one in an unbreakable covenant
ity of all religious, racial, and ethnic which seeks joy in the other and the cre
backgrounds. Providence College pre ation of children. All the elements of
pares its students to be responsible and this definition are presently under attack.
productive citizens to serve in their own The unbreakable bond of marriage is
society and the greater world commu now largely considered outmoded, leav
nity.” The current humanitarian crisis in ing millions of children in split homes.
Sudan represents a unique possibility to The importance of the sexual act—made
special and protected in marriage—is
SUDAN/Page 11 consistently undermined in popular cul
ture. The centrality of the creation of
new life and the
of children is

Austria, it is against the law to use speech
which “denies, grossly trivializes, ap
proves or seeks to justify Nazi atroci
ties.” This law also applies to Belgium,
Switzerland, Australia, Canada,
Lithuania, France, Israel, New Zealand,
Slovakia, and Germany.
Not long after Irving’s arrest, several
cartoons were published in a Danish
newspaper that poked fun at Muslims
and were met by rage and violent re
sponses from the Muslim communities.
Most of Europe supported the Danes’
right to print the cartoons and exercised
their own freedom by reprinting them in
several other newspapers. Muslim de
mands to stop the printing were met by
stubborn refusal throughout Europe
along with lecturing on the importance
of freedom of speech and freedom of the
press. This hypocrisy demonstrated by
the Europeans was echoed in the Middle
East when Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad claimed that the Nazi ho
locaust of European Jews is a myth. He
proposed that if Europe insisted the
Holocaust had actually happened, then
they must take responsibility and offer
up land either in Europe, the United
States, or Canada for Jews to make a
homeland, as he believes Israel should
simply be “wiped off the map.” Germany
responded to Ahmadinejad by threaten
ing to shut down nuclear weapons ne
gotiations with Iran if he continued to
spread his anti-Semitic rhetoric.
The problem with freedom of speech
is that you have to have it all, or noth
ing. It cannot be given to some and not
to others. Were the people who created
and printed the Danish cartoons not
equally as guilty as David Irving? Why
should Muslims be able to threaten the
lives of those who offend them, but rally
behind a president who has greatly of
fended the Jewish people? Why should

The Vagina Monologues be cancelled on
a Catholic campus when Wedding Crash
ers is shown on the College’s network?
I do not believe that people should be
thrown in jail for lying about the Holo
caust, nor do I think any Muslim has the
right to react violently to an offensive
cartoon. Freedom of speech does not
need to be limited in what can be said,
but it can be controlled in how people
say it. For example, in our own country,
there is growing awareness of the dan
gers imposed by the Internet and its ac
cessibility to children. Neo-Nazi groups
have been found to use the Internet to tar
get children. When a student googles
“Martin Luther King, Jr.,” chances are a
few of the sites which pop up will be rac
ist sites created by neo-Nazis to appeal
to children who portray Martin Luther
King, Jr. as a murderer and violent activ
ist. A child who does not know much
about a subject will be unable to tell the
difference between a real site and one of
these sites. This should not be protected
by our rights. If David Irving can write
his twisted fascist theories in a book—
nobody has to read it. On the other hand,
he should not be making speeches to
young students like he was doing illegally
in Austria. If newspapers want to print
cartoons that are offensive, that should
be their choice and their right—no edi
tor should ever fear for the lives and
safety of his/her journalists. Once we
begin silencing some voices but not oth
ers, we may as well surrender our right
to free speech altogether. However, there
are negative effects when someone’s
speech reaches the wrong ears, and as a
country that has the right to freedom of
speech, we have an obligation to protect
those who are young and easily influ
enced by what they see and hear until they
are able to form educated opinions of
their own.
Source: BBC News

There should not be two men on top of that cake
now largely ignored, as matrimony has
become about pleasing the individual for
the amount of time they see fit.
Currently, the central element of mar
riage—the unity of a man and woman—
is under attack. Proponents of gay mar
riage claim that marriage is a right and
that this right entails only the affection
of two people regardless of gender. But
this has never been true of marriage.
Gender is, historically speaking, essen
tial to marriage because no culture has
ever performed same-sex marriage. Fur
thermore, the definition and nature of
marriage is that it is the uniting of two
persons of the opposite sex. Without two
people of the opposite sex, marriage is
not possible. Even if every country in
the world tries to make it so, there will
never be a same-sex marriage. It is a
contradiction in terms. Even in cultures
with flawed conceptions of marriage, the
importance of two sexes to the marital
bond has never been ignored. It is trou
bling that the most necessary element of
marriage is under attack.
Marriage unifies a couple in a way
that is consonant with nature, provides
benefit to society (through children), and
unites the sexes. The relationship of two
men or two women cannot achieve the
status of marriage. They are not conso
nant with nature because they do not ful
fill any natural end (most importantly the
creation of children). For this reason
they do not offer a benefit to society in
the way a marital bond should. And they
certainly do not unite the two sexes.
The strongest point made by propo
nents of same-sex marriage regards the

economic and civil inequality of commit
ted homosexual couples versus married
heterosexual couples. Rights to shared
property, hospital visitation rights, and
other issues are troubling considering that
the law is presently structured to prohibit
homosexuals from certain privileges that
come with being a legally recognized
union. This situation can be solved with
out altering marriage. Civil unions al
low for a form of legal recognition for
homosexuals so they can have the privi
leges of marriage. The ceremony of mar
riage cannot be applied to these couples
because it is impossible for people of the
same sex to truly marry. Any state rec
ognition of such a union would be a de
nial of the nature of marriage.
If the very nature of marriage is elimi
nated by the legal system, then all mar
riages will be harmed. For the past 40
years, social and legal pressures have as
sailed marriage and the consequences
have been dire. Divorce rates have in
creased and the number of children who
do not have two parents is unacceptable.
To attack the meaning of marriage by
stripping it of its unique nature is dam
aging to the ideal of marriage for all
people. This is not to say that if we al
low same-sex marriage, all marriage
would end. Rather, to strip marriage of
its meaning would further undermine the
sanctity of each matrimonial bond and
continue to erode the family structure on
which all societies are built. In stripping
marriage of its fundamental meaning, the
legalization of same-sex marriage takes
away the right to a true marriage.
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Letters to the Editor:
Change is good
It was with great interest that I read
that Rev. J. Stuart McPhail, O.P. will be
stepping down from his position as vice
president of student services. I wish Fa
ther McPhail luck and happiness in his
future endeavors, but I hope his depar
ture allows Providence College to be
come the beacon of engaging learning—
inside and outside the classroom—that a
college of its caliber ought to.
One of Father McPhail’s principle du
ties as VP of Student Services allowed
him to play an active role in the editorial
leadership of The Cowl—serving as the
paper’s publisher. A senior administrator
playing such a role in the decision-mak
ing process of the leading source of cam
pus news is akin to having Vice Presi
dent Dick Cheney or House Minority
Leader Nancy Pelosi work in an equal
capacity as lawmaker and publisher of the
Washington Post or TIME Magazine.
How could Fr. McPhail possibly serve the

best interests of the students while si
multaneously representing the College
administration?
There has been a blatant disregard
for journalistic integrity by allowing The
Cowl to be led under the leadership of
the very people on whom it should be
reporting. With Father McPhail stepping
down, Providence College has the op
portunity to open the pages of The Cowl
to the interests of the student body and
allow the paper to print without the overlying conflict of interest.
Rev. Brendan Murphy, O.P., will
make a great VP of Student Services but
that position must not include a place
on The Cowl’s masthead.
Mike Raia ’05
Former Associate Editor-in-Chief

The Cowl
Washington, D.C.

PC: You best divest
continued from page 10

fulfill the institutional end of the contract
represented by the statement.
The potential pressure that can be

forced upon Khartoum from college ad
ministrations across the world represents
a unique and urgent opportunity to
“serve the greater world community.”
The time to serve is overdue.
Source: Human Rights Watch

Our Cents
Two Coming of age
or devolution?
by

Ricky LaBontee ’07
Commentary Staff

College is an experience that sculpts
and forever changes the people who pass
through its dormitories and classrooms.
Providence College, of course, is no ex
ception. Our little Catholic school takes
in fresh minds from all walks of life, and
finds a way to transform each of them
every year. Everyone changes in their
own respect, yet is it for the better or
worse?
College life teaches us many things.
We are finally able to live on our own;
we are away from our families and we,
act on our o.wn impulses and drives.
However, as we lose the comfort of our
families, the friends we make in college
become our new families. When we ar
rive in our dorms freshman year, we form
new relationships with the kids who live
near or with us out of necessity. Com
pare this new friendship to those that we
have had for 18 years with the people
from home. How can this new group pos
sibly replace the familiarity of home in a
mere four years?
I It is a wonder to think that a few years

ago, many of us would finish with our
school day, go to sports practice or an
after school program, finish our home
work, and go to bed. Enjoy, rinse and
repeat. Now here at college, we have
the freedom to make our own decisions
concerning not only our schedule, but
also our lives. Alcohol, having to do
our own laundry, and eventually living
in our own houses, are all new liberties.
Vices such as laziness and excess (in a
variety of ways) loom around every cor
ner and threaten to strike at any moment.
Our own choices that have graciously
been placed before us allow us to either
submit to a darker or lighter change in
our person, to spend a night in a study
lounge learning about 18th century Brit
ain, or spend it in Brad’s learning what
spirits go into a Long Island iced tea.
The power of option truly is in the hands
of the student.
Growing up is not an easy thing to
do; no one will tell you that it is. The
act of maturing never seems to be just
that—mature. When we leave the halls
of PC, we will have changed, hopefully
for the better. Just go easy on the booze,
and remember to do your laundry.
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“The Handoff.”

Tangents and Tirades
You snooze, we lose 1 know the graveyard shift is a difficult one. Late nights can
take their toll on anyone. But last week, when I saw a Providence College security
guard asleep at his Huxley Gate post at 6:00 a.m., 1 was shocked. I have always
taken safety for granted on this campus; security is usually a visible force. How
ever, to see someone entrusted with our safety asleep on the job was frightening.
Rapes and acts of violence occur at any time of the day or night, but statistics tend
to be higher between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. A security guard in a deep
sleep at 6:00 a.m. implies that the Providence College community was left vulnef
able and exposed. Let’s hope that this never happens again.—Betsy Rouleau ’08

Pierced ears I finished my work early last Sunday night, eagerly awaiting 10:00
p.m. so I could devote myselfto Patrick Dempsey, my bowl of popcorn, and the rest
of the Grey’s Anatomy cast. Suddenly, there was a piercing moan from the heater, a
sound similar to the one in your head that keeps you up after a long night standing
next to the speakers at a concert—the sound would not go away. I ignored it as best
as 1 could until 11:00 p.m., but without my show to distract me, it became too much
to bear. After banging on the heater and checking the surrounding rooms only to
find that the sound was definitely coming from mine, I informed the R. A. in case it
was some sort of gas leak, and we proceeded to call maintenance. They assured us
that the “heat man” would be there shortly. Two hours later this legendary “heat
man” had not come, but maintenance assured us he would be there. After another
half hour of waiting, 1 gave up, stuck in some earplugs and went to bed, dreading
my 8:30 a.m. class the next morning. The noise was gone the next day, as was my
faith in maintenance. Suppose it has been a serious problem? By not sending some
one out, I was cost my sleep and sanity. What will it cost you?—Shannon Obey ’08
I know it’s softball, but that’s weak Thumbs down to the IAB, and more specifi
cally those in charge of softball scheduling. Their exclusion of four teams from this
year’s intramural league (the first legitimate season since 2003) shows a disturbing
lack of commitment to PC students. Teams who turned in their roster the day after
the captain’s meeting (perfectly acceptable the past three years) were placed on a
waiting list and ultimately dropped from the league. How much scheduling actually
took place between 9:00 p.m. on Wednesday and 2:00 p.m on Thursday? And how
many rosters turned in Wendesday night contained forged signatures and banner ID
numbers? There is no doubt in my mind that the IAB could have accomodated four
more teams, but took the easy way out insteadnTpn years, the IAB has taken itself
too seriously, and this marks another instance of the organization forgetting why it
exists —Chris Ackley ’06
Ix-nay on the xenophobia
Since freshman year, I have had an inkling that
Providence College—the institution, the amorphous entity that lives somewhere in
Harkins Hall—has been less than enthusiastic about promoting an atmosphere of
diversity. From rumors and accusations that PC was working to foster some kind of
“family atmosphere” and thus purposefully neglecting the issue of diversity to at
tempts by faculty and student organizations to make the campus more culturally
savvy, my experience at PC has been conflicted. I thought that PC students simply
felt powerless, and therefore restrained from any legitimate uproar about their
college’s lack of diversity. This tentative faith—that my peers recognized this prob
lem—was painfully annihilated last week. Apparently, some students cannot—and
do not want to try to—handle diversity in the classroom. They cannot get beyond
their professor’s foreign accent or background and appreciate how difficult it must
be to educate people whose first language is your second language. This appalling
small-mindedness not only shuts down the condition for the possibility of a diverse
atmosphere, but also eliminates healthy student-teacher relationships. Get over your
selves, kids—th is is college, this is the freakin’ “real world,” and not everybody is
just like you. Thank God. —Kelly Jones ’07

Cowl Letters Policy
lhe Cowl welcomes guest commentar
ies and Letters to the Editor from all
members of the Providence College com
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cifically wish to remain unchanged, please
inform the Editor-in-Chief. Letters to the
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and do not reflect the viewpoint of The
Cowl staff.
Submissions must be delivered,
mailed or faxed to The Cowl office no later
than 5 p.m. on the Monday before publi
cation. Mail submissions to Box 2981
Providence, RI 02918, fax to 401-8651202, submit online at www.thecowl.com,
e-mail to thecowl@providence.edu, or
hand deliver to The Cowl Office in Slavin
G05. Call 401-865-2214 with any ques
tions.

I Weekly Subscription Rate is $30.00 per I
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Student subscription is
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Talent
does not
always
Lions, tigers, and polar bears. . .
equal
Oh
my
!
And
they
’
re
all
in
Providence
fame

At the zoo

by

Deanna Cioppa ’07
A&E Staff

It is the curse of the genius to be un
recognized for his work during his own
liftetime. Underappreciated and under
rated, these individuals staunchly go
about the business of
MOVIE
being generally betFEATURE
ter than you and 1,
well, you at least,
until death rewards them with infinite
fame.
Who are the current victims of this
travesty? Well, in the film industry, they
are the perennial side-kicks, minor
comic-relief minions, the gay friends of
the romantic lead, the entire cast of an
Adam Sandler film. Never fear! I have
declared it my mission to bring into the
limelight a few of these poor souls, who
might otherwise perish without the faint
est glimmer of glamour. Read on, dear
ones, and be amazed. If it seems as
though I am biased toward the males in
this article, be patient, ye XX chromo
somes .... your article is on its way.

Alan Tudyk:
Master impersonator and of the flaming
red hair, Tudyk has been cracking us up
for years as the hapless sidekick of many
of today’s pretty leading men. He first
garnered my attention in 2000’s 28 Days,
a romantic comedy about a female
author’s stint in rehab. Cast as the lead’s
(Sandra Bullock) gay friend, Tudyk
steals the show in an otherwise forget
table flick. Not bad, considering the
male lead was the delicious Viggo
Mortensen.
Later, he was cast alongside Heath
Ledger in A Knight’s Tale as Wat, a me
dieval bumbler. His most recent big hit
was Dodgeball in 2004. Yeah, that’s
right, Steve the Pirate! Tudyk’s best as
set, besides the electric hair, is his talent
with accents and impersonations (a Ger
man fop in the first movie, then an En
glish peasant, and finally a typical
pirate’s brogue). Look for him next as
the voice of Cholly in Ice Age II.
David Krumholtz:
Those of you without a soul or who hap
pen to live underground might not re
member Krumholtz’s performance as
Bernard the Elf in The Santa Clause
(1994). Sassy, sarcastic and full of holi
day cheer, Bernard is the reason I toler
ate Tim Allen .... in any movie.
Krumholtz’s next memorable perfor
mance was, of course, as Michael
Eckman in 10 Things I Hate About You
(1999).
Pudgy, but well dressed, geekextraordinaire, Krumholtz has a gift for
playing the kvetching best friend and
over-shadowed Joseph Gordon-Levitts’
pretty boy attempt at comedy. Matured
and now skinny, Krumholtz is currently
starring in CBS’s thriller series Numb3rs,
in which he plays a nerdy math genius
who helps solve some of the FBI’s tough
est crimes. Go Bernard, go!
UNSUNG TALENT/Page 15

today.
play with one another.
Another exhibit, called Marco Polo
The Zoo is the perfect size—not so
expansive that you could never see ev and the Silk Road, takes you through the
Spfing has arrived, and it is time to erything in one day, but big enough to city ofVenice in 1271, showing you the
celebrate the warm breezes, the lack of have a wide array of interesting and fun world and discoveries of Marco Polo’s
a coat, and the flip-flop-friendly weather. animals. Its setup allows you to get quite voyages to the East. It showcases bears,
And by celebrate, I don’t mean that you close to some of the animals, something camels, and snow leopards, all of which
should start driving you might not be able to do at a bigger Marco Polo encountered on his travels.
CITY
around with your zoo. It is easy to get around and see ev The Zoo has an Australian exhibit with
FEATURE
windows down. Our
erything they have to offer. All of the emus, kangaroos, and flamingos, as well
tiny, yet plentiful, animal exhibits have informative signs, as a Tropical America building featur
state of Rhode Island has a number of display the animal’s original habitat with ing snakes, monkeys, birds, and frogs.
ways for you to enjoy the season, and a map, its diet, its extinction factor, and It also includes a farmyard for children,
a wetlands trail, an education center, a
they should absolutely be taken advan a fun fact about it.
The Zoo is in the process of improv conservation center, and several small
tage of. No one wants to lie around in
side on a warm, sunny Saturday after ing their facilities and creating a new cafes. The Roger Williams Park Zoo has
noon, so start the season offright by mak North American Trail exhibit that will enough to keep your attention for an hour
ing your first springtime outing a visit to showcase polar bears, penguins, and the or an entire day.
It can be a little disconcerting to see
red wolf (one of the world’s most endan
the Roger Williams Park Zoo.
The Zoo is one of the many attrac gered animals). It hope to create an en elephants and flamingos contrasted with
tions in Roger Williams Park, located vironment that will provide its visitors the stark New England ground and plant
only 10 minutes away from Providence with an amazing experience and provide life, but being able to see the animals is
College at exit 17 off 1-95. The 102 acre high standards of care for the animals. worth it.
Although the zoo is owned and oper
park also features a carousel, green Although this new exhibit, set to open in
houses, a planetarium, Rhode Island’s 2007, means a few of the displays will ated by the City of Providence, it is sup
Natural History Museum, and a lake with be closed until then, there are still plenty ported by the Rhode Island Zoological
Society, whose mission statement extols
a boathouse where you can rent paddle of things to see in the meantime.
There is an extensive “Plains of Af its dedication to the conservation of the
boats, kayaks, canoes, and take a guided
rica” trail at the Zoo, which includes ze animals and to their service of the Rhode
water tour of the park.
This beautiful, expansive property bras, cheetahs, cranes, gazelles, el Island community.
was once owned by Betsey Williams, ephants, and giraffes. They currently
While playing football or tanning on
who donated it to the City of Providence have three elephants, all girls. The larg the quad can be a fun springtime activity
in 1871 in memory of Roger Williams, est one weighs an incredible 9,374 for PC students, I would highly recom
her ancestor and the founder of Provi pounds, so don’t feel bad the next time mend that you try something a little dif
dence. The Roger Williams Park Zoo you get up for a second helping at Ray. ferent to occupy yourself this spring.
began in a small section of the park as a The elephant’s trunk is so precise that it When the weather starts to get warmer
menagerie in 1872, and was the third zoo can pick up a single blade of grass, yet and your spirits lift out of their winter
to open in the United States. Its popu so powerful that it can carry up to 400 daze, head to the Roger Williams Park
larity and success allowed Providence to pounds. The Zoo’s setup lets you get Zoo.
acquire nearby land from Cranston to ex really close to the animals from multiple
For more information, visit
pand the park and the zoo into what it is angles so you can watch as they eat and www.rogerwilliamsparkzoo.org.
by

Katie Levine ’07
A&E Staff
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Picks As not seen on T.V.
of the
Week

Duck Down Records releases a DVD featuring the 34
music videos ofBoot Camp Clik’s career—videos thatfocus
on originality and notfollowing the latest hip-hop trends

Chris Ackley'06
Commentary Editor

by

Movie

Rushmore
Directed by Wes Anderson

I rented Rushmore from the
Providence Public Library a few
months ago and ended up watching it twice in one weekend,
something I hadn’t done since
receiving Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles for Christmas when I was
6. The first in a string of three
films directed by Wes Anderson
and featuring Bill Murray,
Rushmore comically walks the
line between devotion and obses
sion and uses the phrase “hand
job” better than any film ever
made.

Music
David Bromberg
Demon in Disguise
Wounded Bird Records

A product of jazz, blues, country,
folk, and classical music David
Bromberg cannot be put in any
box. Gaining prominence as a
Bob Dylan’s sideman in the late
’60s, Demon in Disguise, recorded
in 1972, is Bromberg’s second
solo effort. With most of the
Grateful Dead playing as his
backup band, this album is a mu
sical treasure. In Bromberg’s own
words, “I’ve got a dangerous body,
got a dangerous mind, Lord
knows I've got a dangerous nose.”

Book!
Mr. T. The Man With The Gold
By Mr. T
You thought you knew Mr. T, right?
Well, until you have read his un
abridged autobiography you
wouldn’t know T if he followed you
home and robbed you. Chroni
cling his entire life from his humble
beginnings in the projects of Chi
cago to pop-culture icon, I feel bad
for the fool who does not read this
book.

by

Ryan Burns’08
A&E Staff

With a majority of mid-’90s rap
groups either breaking up or fading into
obscurity, this era of hip-hop history is
fading with it. Not too many teenagers
can tell you about
DVD
Nice N Smooth,
REVIEW
Digable Planets, or
The
Pharcyde.
Keeping that in mind, it is important for
groups of this era to make sure that their
legacy and impact on hip-hop culture is
not forgotten. Working to keep their
place in underground hip-hop history,
The Boot Camp Clik has recently re
leased a video anthology of every video
that they have ever recorded—34 in all.
With the assistance ofNervous Records,
Boot Camp’s label, Duck Down
Records—has made it possible to cap
ture the complete collection of videos
from this legendary crew. Comprised
of Black Moon, SmifN Wessun, Heltah
Skeltah, and OGC, the Boot Camp Clik
has been releasing albums with some
frequency since 1993. Recently, Smif
N Wessun, Sean Price from Heltah
Skeltah, and Buckshot from Black Moon
have all released solid albums, and this
video anthology builds on that momen
tum that they have generated.
The DVD is in chronological order
from the most part, starting with Black
Moon’s groundbreaking video for “Who
Got The Props” and ending with newer
tracks like Sean Price’s “Heartbum” and
SmifN Wessun’s “Gun Rap.” This has
a very important effect on the viewer, as
this DVD acts as a virtual timeline of
sorts following the careers of the Boot
Camp Clik. From traveling the streets
of Brooklyn to rapping in a rainstorm
on a lighthouse, the setting and theme
of these videos are clearly different from
one another. While I was watching this
DVD, I couldn’t help but notice that if
these songs and videos were released
today, they would have no chance to
achieve heavy rotation on MTV, BET,
or any other video outlet. I mean, what
do you think today’s average hip-hop fan
would rather watch: A rapper rocking a
live crowd complete with breakdancers
and DJs, or a video with half naked
women, champagne being poured out,
and dollar bills being thrown every
where? The answer is pretty clear for
today’s hip-hop consumer.
1 think that The Boot Camp Clik’s
unorthodox videos act as both a gift and
a curse. The videos are all distinguish
able from one another, something I can’t
say about the songs on MTV. At the same
time, but Boot Camp sacrifices main
stream appeal with the videos that they
produce. They must know that they
won’t get played, but 1 don’t think they
care. Unlike a lot of video directors to
day, Boot Camp still believes in the con
cept of video as an art form, a way to
accentuate the song and make people
wonder, who could think of that?
Take for example, the video for “Op
eration Lockdown,” where Heltah
Skeltah and Buckshot are shown in a
tribal setting, complete with face paint,
peace pipes, and tribal men running
through the woods. The song is about
how the Boot Camp Clik started and how
they eventually evolved into the group
they are today. The video does a great
job capturing this theme, as the entire
crew is portrayed as a tribe, loyal to one
another and to the cause. This video fits
the mood of the song perfectly and at
times is a bit creepy, as a headdress
wearing Rock raps over a rather omi-

DUCK DOWN

DUCK DOWN

Dodge, dip dive, duck,
and...Duck Down: Under
the label Duck Down
Records, The Boot
Camp Clik, which
includes Smif N Wessun
(top left) and Heltah
Skeltah (top right), has
released an anthology of
34 videos you won’t see
on T.V.

DUCK DOWN

nous guitar riff and pounding bass kicks.
While watching “Operation Lockdown”
for the first time, a few of my friends were
stunned at the unique theme of the video.
1 must admit I was stunned as well, and
kept asking myself“Who comes up with
this?” This is a testament to how cre
ative the Boot Camp Clik can be when
creating a video.
Another standout video is OGC’s “No
Fear” from their debut album “Da
Storm.” Perhaps the three least recog
nized members of the Boot Camp Clik,
their videos can hold their own with the
best. In “No Fear,” OGC, which is made
up of Starang, Louisville, and Top Dog,
are shown in rain gear, rapping in the
pouring rain. That’s somewhat fitting for
a group with an album entitled “Da
Storm.” They end up outside of a light
house, flowing perfectly as the clouds
cast their ominous gray over the set.
OGC takes this time to poke fun at the
Notorious B.I.G., who they had a beef
with in the mid-’90s. They hired a Biggie

look-a-like, complete with oversized
glasses, sweater, and Biggie’s trademark
golf style hat. This is just another ex
ample of a video that could never achieve
play on MTV but is artistic and original
nonetheless.
If there is a common theme through
out this DVD, I would say that the theme
is originality. Each video is brilliantly
edited and flawlessly filmed. The only
criticism I can offer about this DVD is
that there are no special features, such
as backstage interviews or live perfor
mances. I guess having 34 videos and
120 minutes of original and
groundbreaking hip-hop is enough
though. If you are a Boot Camp fan, this
is simply a must-own DVD. If you have
never heard of The Boot Camp Clik, I
would advise you to check out this DVD
to see how videos were made before
there was a formula that was guaranteed
to get you airplay.

GRADE: A

Financial Aid Deadline Approaching
FAFSA Deadline: April 15, 2006
The deadline for filing for financial aid is
April 15, 2006. All returning students who
intend to file for financial aid must submit
their Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA) by April 15, 2006, by either
filing on the Web (www.fafsa.ed.gov) and
using their PIN or by completing the Renewal
FAFSA, also at that Web address. Late appli
cants will be considered for Providence Col
lege funds only if funds are available.
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Taste of the Town
I

.

f

with Stephanie A. Smith ’06
A&E Editor
has to be said, too, that the dessert me
was the best I’ve seen in a while (thi
fried dough.)

Siena
238 Atwells Ave.
Providence, R.I.
(401) 521-3311
So, people always ask me if I have been
to every restaurant on Federal Hill. The
answer is a sad no, however, I am trying
my very best to accomplish that goal
before my time at Providence College is
over. The end is nigh though, folks, and
so I decided to head up to the Hill this
week and try one of those places that I
haven’t made it to yet. My choice was
Siena, owned and managed by Rhode
Island natives Anthony and Chris Tarro.
Siena offers what is described as Tuscan
soul food. This sounded good to me and
so, with my mission to go to every single
eatery on Atwells Avenue, I set off for
Siena.

Atmosphere: I really love the kind of
atmosphere that you find in Siena. It’s
dimly lit and decorated with muted earth

WWW.SIENAPROVIDENCE.COM

tones. Music plays quietly and no one
sound rises above the general din. The
table layout is a success, as well. The
tables all seem to be kitty-corned so that
it is nearly impossible to make eye con
tact with people at the other tables. Also,
a rear dining room hides behind the bar
and the hostess’ area, and I literally did
not even know that it was there until one
of my dining partners pointed it out to
me. All in all, it is a quiet, low-key place

that encourages intimate conversation
and general relaxation. One could spend
hours there.
Selection: The antipasto sounded fabu
lous and ranged from calamari and mus
sels to crostini topped with artichoke
hearts and tomatoes. The entree menu
was as expansive and featured woodgrilled pizza, large salads, pasta, as well
as chicken, veal, and seafood dishes. It

Quality: Like most of the Hill, the fo
at Siena is better than average. The s<
loppine di vitello Toscana (ve
scalopinne pan-sauteed with mozzarel
tomatoes, white wine, roasted garlic, a
artichoke hearts) was fantastic, ev
when I found myself with two cloves
garlic in my mouth at once. The gnoct
was good, too, although without surpris
and the bucatini di piombino (bucat
pasta mixed with shrimp, scallops, cr
meat, and white fish) was more th
enough for one person.

Service: Though our food came c
quickly, our server seemed disinterest
and at times even annoyed. Pity.

Overall: Not the very best, but still woi
a visit. Siena is relatively new, so bri
friends who’vebeen everywhere else
GRADE: B+

Cause for Alarm

Saves the Day s lastest, Sound the Alarm, mixes hardcore punk with pop melodie
by

Jess McCauley ’07
A&E Staff

Maybe it’s because the last Saves the
Day release, In Reverie, garnered little
positive industry and fan-based criticism.
Maybe it’s because all of that negative
feedback was only a
ALBUM
result of the audiREVIEW
ence’s inabi ity to
appreciate that the
band’s need forevolution outweighed its
need to attain commercial and critical
success. Maybe whomever (or whatever)
infuriated Chris Conley in the first place
came back to haunt him. Whatever the
reason, Chris Conley is still pissed. And
it is still awesome.
Leaving the “disappointment” of In
Reverie behind them, Saves the Day—
made up of singer/guitarist Chris Conley,
guitarist Nick Soloway, former Glassjaw
bassist Manny Carrero, and drummer
Pete Parada—journeys forth to a fresh
and yet recognizable realm of pop-punk
perfection in their newest full-length
Sound the Alarm, which will be released
April 11. The band manages to convey
their constructive consistency with mean
ingful, albeit unsettling lyrics. They
maintain an engaging musical fervor
wholly and accurately in an album that
barely registers above the 35 minute
mark, a feat that could hardly be accom
plished without genuine punk and pop

sensibilities.
The record kicks off with “Head for
the Hills,” a classic STD anthemic as
sault of metallic downstrokes and snotty
vocal delivery. A surly, solid bass and
favoring of the bass drum and toms
makes it immediately apparent that the
listener is not in for another slow-paced,
ethereal record, but rather more of STD’s
hardcore side, looking back to earlier
albums like Through Being Cool. The
band’s hardcore roots are unearthed even
further with “The End,” a return to Lifetime-influenced blistering tempos and
succinct execution as Conley concedes
that “the whole world’s been waiting to
see when you fall” within the barely two
minute duration.
The band shows its versatility in the
field of rock with “Shattered,” a dynamic
description of patented Saves the Day
corporal demolition launched by an
ominously heavy bassline. The musical
intensity continues later in “34” with
crunchy layered guitars working the
melody into an almost waltz-like tempo,
setting up a poetic background against
which an exasperated Conley whines, “I
hope you’re on the way/to an early
grave.” The rhythm section pounds
through the track as if Conley himself is
beating this person into the ground rather
than courteously digging that early
grave. A common thread of elephantine
drum beats and full-bodied bass riffs

VAGRA

Punk rock is hard work; they’re tired'.
Saves the Day reminds us of their punk
roots and soul with their newest album,
Sound the Alarm.
the album, heard later in the
sinister “Kashmir”-reminiscent “Sound
the Alarm” and the growling sonic as
sault of “You’ll Never Leave”, during
which Conley’s haughty lyrics waver
between pleading for relief and outright
threats against a life.
Despite their morbid immensity, STD
hasn’t forgotten its delightfully distinc
tive brand of sonic conundrums: songs
that are musically uplifting, yet lyrically
depressing. The band serves up another
classic in “Eulogy”, a well-crafted midtempo lamentation of a lost love. Almost
as a foil, “Don’t Know Why” delivers
similar personal insecurities, this time
with outwardly melancholy music, al
most as if Conley is using his guitar to
translate his words for those of us who
can only speak in melody. With the in
clusion of lyrics like, “I feel the weight
of time/wonder when I will die/I don’t

know why,” it’s possible that we’
found a new anthem for emo, but t
band’s devotion to their hardcore ro<
in other elements of the album, like t
stop-start “Delusional” and sinister “H
is Here,” keeps it from being too biti
to stomach.
Sound the Alarm isn’t an overt exp
dition into new musical territory 1
Saves the Day. Instead, the foursor
draws upon its past existence as
hardcore-influenced punk band and
meticulous craftsmen of pop melodies
create a familiar yet still exciting effc
This full-length exhibits.careful arrans
ments without the super-produced qu
ity heard in Sound the Alami, as the ba
opts for returning to its roots rather th
trying too hard. It’s maybe not their bi
work but definitely a true and appeali
embodiment ofSaves the Day.
GRADE: A-
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Inside Man finds its out
Spike Lee s most mainstream movie to date details
a not-so-ordinary bank robbery
by

James McGehee ’08
Asst. A&E Editor

All movies in the heist subgenre —to
which Inside Man belongs—begin un
der the influence. It is not an alter-reality or an energy that gives them power,
but a slight intoxicaMOV1E
tion. No viewer can
REVIEW resist succumbing to
euphoria upon hear
ing the words “Get down on the floor,”
or its variations. The robbers always
have to repeat themselves to the fragile
ones; old folk never go down without the
gun’s butt pressing into their backs. Un
like the power created by energy (which
the Principle of Conservation of Energy
tells us cannot be destroyed), intoxica
tion wears off after the substance is re
moved.
Inside Man begins under the influ
ence. The sound of ethnic music accom
panies a painting van as it rides the free
way into downtown New York City. Lo
cation: Manhattan Trust Bank. Men in
white suits exit the van and enter the
bank. Within the next 20 hostages are
taken, beaten, and asked to strip. The
police do not just show up; they storm
the castle. SWAT teams, hostage nego
tiators, and the RV known usually as the
Mobile Command Post, roar up and roll
out the yellow tape. This is exhilarating
cinema, folks. Yet, the euphoria vanishes,
because it is contrived upon a situation
which lends itself to quickening pulses.
Then, what happens when the hostage
negotiating starts? What a painful pro
cess that is.
The hostage negotiator here is Detec
tive Keith Frazier, played by Denzel
Washington, who reportedly gained
weight to play the part. The reason: He
looked too good for a New York City
cop. Frazier is new to this gig (the usual
guy is on vacation), and thus hesitant to
act quickly. He goes to the nearby cot-

universal

“This ain’t no bank robbery”: Denzel Washington (left), Clive Owen (center), and Jodie Foster (right) star in Inside
Man, a heist drama where the motives do not make much sense, but the robbery is so cleverly executed it seems
believable. And who can complain about seeing three great actors on the same screen?

ner cafe for a bite.
What, or who, keeps the audience’s
interest in the meantime is Madeline
White (Jodie Foster). She has a gentle
name, but watch out, she bites. Madeline
White’s profession and motivation never
become clear. At first I thought she was
a lawyer. But legal proceedings are not
her expertise. Let’s just say she has “con
nections.” Arthur Case (Christopher
Plummer), President of the Manhattan
Trust, asks White to protect a special in
terest of his during this precarious time.
Of course, White secures unlimited ac
cess to the crime scene. Actually, she is
the first to enter the bank after the rob
bery. Despite her unrivaled status, she
never accomplishes anything for either
Mr. Case or the audience.
An equally impossible puzzle is
Dalton Russell (Clive Owen), the bank
robber, and a man without a soul—not

Unsung talent:
continued from page 12
Justin Long:
For someone who really does not like
Tim Allen, I sure do see a lot of his mov
ies. How can I help myself when poten
tial stars like the likes of Justin Long keep
populating his flimsy movies? Long
made his debut in Galaxy Quest (1999),
in which he had a small part as a Trekkieesque nerd who worshipped at the altar
of Allen.
Finally, finally, Long came into his
own in Dodgeball, playing the character
of (woah) Justin, the well-meaning geek

that he is evil, but he remains an abstrac
tion. Who is Dalton Russell really? He
somehow knows of Mr. Case’s special
interest, a well-kept secret for nearly 60
years. Russell’s knowledge of this sub
stantially dark secret prompts him to tar
get Case’s bank. And why would he go
to all this trouble to play vigilante? The
answer is not money; the safe remains
untouched. Russell’s answer: “Because
I can.” It’s equivalent to the child’s fa
vorite quip: “Because I want to.”
Even with the Madeline White sub
plot, Inside Man never strays far from
the bank. When Russell and Frazier do
speak, Russell sets a few demands. He
wants a jumbo jet with a full tank of gas
ready to depart from the city, or else
some AK47s might accidentally fire off.
And he wants some pizza. Everyone’s
getting a little hungry sitting in the
bank’s basement. Frazier understands

that his adversary is stalling, but he can
not figure out why. The reason why is
really quite clever. Revealed in the final
of too many minutes, the resolution is a
quality cosmetic product, cover up for
film’s many weaknesses. And because of
this, the whole package sort of works.
Inside Man is directed by Spike Lee,
a man known for having strong views on
racism and for wearing off-colored base
ball caps. The movie seeks to say some
thing about racism. A heist movie is no
place for social commentary. Nor is it the
place for a violent dream sequence de
picting the possible consequences of a
SWAT team invasion. If something else
besides the resolution salvages Inside
Man, it is Denzel Washington, whose star
power overshadows every scene he is in.
Gaining that weight obviously was not
effective.
GRADE: B-

Good actors you never hear about

whose skinny physique and love for
cheerleading just can’t seem to get him
the girl. Long knows how to play the
bumbling kid we all root for so well, and
he endears himself to us because we, 1
mean you, have all been there. Long’s
last big stints were in principal roles in
Waiting and Herbie:Fully Loaded, both
in 2005.
While 1 cannot speak for his perfor
mance in the latter, as I would rather have
a monkey poke me in the eye for an hour
than watch a Lindsay Lohan movie that
is not Mean Girls, Waiting was just the
sort of role Long plays best—lovelorn,

awkward, well-meaning. Taking a back
seat to Ryan Reynolds was an unfortu
nate bit of luck for Justin in that film,
but hey, it got him on this list, didn’t it?
Steve Zahn:
The uber-sidekick. Zahn has seen all the
greats . . . and he’s played their comic
relief. Cast opposite the likes of Ethan
Hawke {Hamlet), Matthew Mc
Conaughey {Sahara), and William H.
Macy {Happy, Texas), Zahn is just the
right combination of off-beat and witty.
For me, his best performance to date was
in Happy, Texas, in which he played one

of two escaped convicts who present
themselves as pageant coordinators in
Small-Town, USA.
Zahn is, of course, the kooky, witless
bandit, who seems to have an uncanny
knack for shirring and choreography. 1
wait with baited breath for the day this
man gets his due.
There you have it—a few of the dia
monds in the rough, backseat players and
bit part peons who I can only pray will
one day be regarded in the warm glow of
fame for their tireless efforts at keeping
us entertained. God bless ’em but don’t
they try hard?
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Carnies - A multidimensional species
by

Alison Espach ’07
Portfolio Staff

Let’s analyze the carnival, shall we?
I hope to offer no startling revelations
on the economic evil that is the carnival,
as we are very well acquainted with the
concept. Rather, I aim to
ESSAY | merely shed light on what it
really means to be a camey.
For anyone not familiar
with the term, the dictionary defines a
camey as one who works at a carnival.
We all know them better as those really
tall guys who walk around the carnival
with uncombed hair and missing teeth.
And yes, I have worked at a carnival.
Now, don’t get hasty. Whenever I
reveal my former employment at Stewart
Amusement, I receive one of the fol
lowing responses: Response
“What? You are a camey?” (This is
followed by a sequence of mocking
and belittling laughter). Response
“What? You are a camey?” (This is
followed by a suspicious glare as the
person quickly tries to decide whethe
they ever knew who I was at all).
To be fair, the stereotypical camey
actually does exist. Usually, they
!
people who were unfortunate enough
to be bom as the nephew or niece
an uncle who woke up one day and
decided to buy a ferris wheel because
that is what people do. Two days later
he purchased a Balloon Dart booth,
and six months later, he has raked in
millions. Meanwhile, the rest of the
family gets guilt tripped to sit inside
booths where they are continuously
pelted with balls and darts by chil
dren. This, of course, happens all
for the reward of $8 per hour and
the promise of a lucrative career.
Some of them give in. They buy
into the idea that “carnival equals
world” and don’t bother looking past the
Balloon Dart to see a potential career in
teaching, or marketing, or whatever it is
they want to do. The carnival was their
beginning and it will be their end. Gen
erally, these types of camies can be found
manningthe big rides or whatever looks
like it might require some sort of profi
ciency. They don’t talk much, or even
show many signs of life, except the oc
casional eye twitch and hand movement
when starting the ride. 1 was unfortu
nate enough to work beside one of these
camies at the Dragon Ride last summer.
The long haired figure spoke once dur
ing the seven hour shift to eloquently
inform me that, “If you jam the machine
just right, you can see down the girl’s

shirts.” Charming.
Some of them leave. The carnival is
their temporary job until whatever it is
they really want to do works out. When
it does, they bid farewell to the Frog Bog
and become a lawyer.
Don’t assume this is an easy transi
tion. To go from Frog Bog Maintenance
Guy, to court room lawyer involves all
sorts of unforeseen challenges.
Challenge #1:
The Family

at the real estate firm, what about you?”
Then Guy 1 says, “Oh I worked with the
big guys uptown handling divorce law.
What about you Guy 3?” (You are Guy
3). “Oh, I worked at the Frog Bog. You
know, the thing with the wet frogs that
you make jump into their lily pads?”
Right.
And yet, if you think there aren’t
enough subdivisions of camies, there is
a third group. This
consists of

norm an wal sh .name

Challenge. Not long after a family em those who are lucky enough to be friends
ployee leaves the carnival, the family with a relative of the carnival-owning
becomes divided into two groups: uncle and are too young to understand
Camies for Life and Those Who Think the significance of saying, “Sure! It’ll be
They Are Too Civilized to be Camies for fun to work at the carnival!”—because
Life. The latter takes a certain type of you love carnivals, right? When you
character with a strong spine, because were little, your dad would stick you on
when Bob drunkenly asks at the family his shoulders and buy you cotton candy
Christmas party, “So you are too good and you two would ride the teacups and
for the carnival, are ya?” you must have laugh until you peed your pants. (Well,
until you did at least. You can’t be too
a quick response.
Challenge #2: The Lunch Room Con sure about him). Right?
Oh no? That’s not what it’s going to
versation with New and More Profes
sional Co-Workers. Guy 1 asks Guy 2: be like? Oh wait, what did you say? I’m
“So, what did you do before you started 20 years old now and my dad actually
working at Bridgam Law?” Guy 2 says, hated riding the teacups? And wait, cot
“Oh, I worked downtown with some guys ton candy isn’t free for employees?

That’s right. But it’s too late. You’ve
already nodded your head, and signed
your soul over to the devil for the sum
mer. These people (in case you haven’t
caught on yet, “these people” refers to
me) can be found teetering in and out of
a coma at the booths that are too low on
the totem pole of fun to actually deserve
a name.
I started off at a Booth with No Name.
By the end of the first night, I was pretty
convinced an intelligent gerbil could suc
cessfully operate the game. The object
of my game was to throw a head-sized
ball into a large hole cut out of a giant
cardboard school bus. One dollar for a
throw, and if you get one into the hole,
you win a stuffed snake.
Yeah. I know.
Well, I wasn’t the only one who
thought it was dumb. Apparently
everyone else did too. Nobody
wanted to play! I was in shock. I
thought if you put in the effort to
actually attend a carnival, the plan
was to spend as much money on as
many stupid and worthless things
as you could to satisfy your child’s
need for instant stimulation? I
thought we had all agreed on this?
Apparently not. In time, I came
to find that there are a lot of ex
tremely cheap carnival-goers. They
are the people who don’t consider
the thrill of throwing a ball into a
really big hole worth a dollar’s in
vestment. They look at you with
disgust, as they walk by and asso
ciate you with the evils of a carni
val and everything else wrong with
modem society. They often shout
out dramatic things like, “What ever
happened to good old fashioned
fun?” and. “I didn’t know I had to
cut off my right arm for a laugh!”
and look at you as though you have
single-handedly ruined their day.
All in all, the nature of a camey is
mysterious, perplexing, and one that,
perhaps, mankind will never quite grasp.
But despite the misunderstandings which
surround the camey, one thing is for cer
tain: a camey will forever be a camey. It
is a lifestyle. No matter how professional
or clean-shaven one becomes, there will
always be the camey family Christmas
parties, the leftover candy apples in
backseats, and the random Saturdays that
Uncle Bob calls for a fill-in due to a sick
employee.
So, if you ever stumble upon your 47year-old lawyer working the Frog Bog,
try to be kind. He is probably having a
worse time than you are.

Crossing over and bridging a gap
by

Caitlin Murphy ’06
Portfolio Staff

The couches used to be navy blue,
with tiny white flowers that I never
looked at closely enough to memorize
the species they were supposed to be
mimicking. I want to say
SHORT daisies, but it gives the
STORY wrong impressions. The
arms of the couches were a
little ripped from the animals we didn’t
have. I would stick my fingers under the
fabric, push past the yellow insulation,
thrill at the hard wood structure, the un
seen skeleton that seemed to be a fantas
tic discovery each time, like the raw feel
ing of the inside of an uncooked fish.
We weren’t allowed to sit on the arms
of the couch for fear that the fabric would
rip even more, and my mom was very
concerned with the appearance of the
house. After the soccer game: don’t sit

there, telling a story about my day at
school, don’t sit there, company’s over
and I need to be present but I don’t want
to chat, don’t sit there.
She sits there now, the couch arms
are the perfect height to perch on uncon
sciously. She situates my brother in front
of her, his head barely reaching her neck.
He still has his coat and backpack on and
she maneuvers his body like a little boy
doll. His hair is still biondish, he wears
tiny polos, and she still helps him tie his
sneakers sometimes when he is in a rush.
The things she tells him are said in
tones that indicate that they are very im
portant but have been said many times
before and will be said many times again.
They are the kinds of things we want to
make individualistic but lack the elo
quence or right-mindedness to do so. He
has PAL practice in an hour, does he want
to go? What does he want for dinner?
She’ll make him his favorite.

I am an impatient nine-yearold with my ears perked up, tak
ing in the tones, the body pos
ture, her position on the forbid
den arm of the couch. Rules,
schedules, and routines have
been broken, and she is stroking
his hair. I am trying out my man
ners and consideration, idling in
the doorway, wondering what
the proper time limit is until I can
intrude on them and ask my
questions. She is explaining asthma, and
I say from the doorway, “Meghan has
asthma.”
She looks up. Her decision to ignore
my comment and my brother’s failure to
acknowledge my presence at all tells me
that I have crossed the line too soon. She
is trying to tell a little boy doll that one
of his best friends has died. He is trying
to understand that the second grader who
held his own against the sixth graders in

www.colantonio.net

basketball had a hard time breathing and
just stopped.
I find this out later, when the couch
arms are off-limits again and I find him
in front of the T.V.—it is his favorite
show that he usually misses because of
PAL. I cross the two-foot boundary that
usually exists between us and sit right
next to him.
“I liked him very much,” he says.
I haven’t yet learned the words to say.
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Jennifer McCafferty ’07
Portfolio Staff

Fishing is one of those sports that has
always puzzled me. I’m not sure I com
pletely understand how people can get
so into it. That’s not to say I’m bad at
it—I actually have caught
ESSAY
a fair share of fish in my
day. But, even on those
occasions, when other
fishers would crown themselves with lau
rels and/or seaweed, I would simply
throw the fish back and move on to some
thing else. Somehow, the rush that other
people got when they felt the tug, fol
lowed by the frantic struggle at the other
end of the line, failed to spark any great
emotion within me.
Even when I was a little girl, my dad
would take my brothers and me out fish
ing every so often, but it was never a huge
production for us. The morning before
we’d go out, my father and I would dig
for night crawlers in the woods behind
our house and put them in a yellow
Fisher-Price bucket. We would fill a
cooler with drinks and some fruit, and
then, my dad, my brothers and I would
load everything into the back of the car
and drive to the bridge that stood over
the narrow part of the bay. And thus, for
the next few hours, we would join the
fishers lining the bridge, cast our lines
over the edge, and wait for a bite.
There was always an interesting mix
of fishers on the bridge. There were
families like ours, who came every so
often, usually with kids and maybe their
dogs, who fished simply for the chance
to enjoy an afternoon of relaxation.
However, we were always inevitably
joined by the town’s self-professed fish

ing aficionados: a group of five middleaged, beer-swigging men with faded
baseball hats and sunburns. They were
generally nice guys, but as a child 1 won
dered if they were a little crazy. They
would all sit on folding chairs in a row in
the middle of the bridge and they kept
three massive coolers among them: one
for beer, one for snacks, and another for
the fish they hoped to catch. One of them
would bring a battery-powered radio that
seemed to be permanently locked to the
local sports talk station, and they would
occasionally pause in their conversations
to yell at whomever was bashing what
ever team on the radio.

The most entertaining part of fishing
came when one of them would actually
catch something. As soon as one of them
felt the tug at the end of the line, he would
stop whatever else he was doing or say
ing, stand up, and start to yell. (What he
yelled would vary, depending on which
of them it was, what he had been doing
before, how long they had been out there,
etc.) As the one lucky fisherman began
to reel in the fish, the others would stand
up too and yell encouragement, coach
ing him as he and the fish battled each
other and fumbled over each other as
they tried to get the fish cooler open. If
the man with the fish was able to reel it

the

worm

in completely, there would be a chorus
of “Attaboy!” and “Let me get you a
beer!” followed by the de-hookingofthe
fish and storing it in the designated
cooler.
But, if the fish somehow managed to
outsmart his captor and escape, the
man—with hopes dashed—would stop
yelling, a wave of mournful shock
washed over his face, and would quietly
admit that, “it got away.” There would
be a sudden silence (with the exception
of the radio), and there was a palpable
sense of disappointment in the air around
them, as though Christmas had been can
celled. It was the quietest moment of the
afternoon. As they began to resume their
former positions while still contemplat
ing their loss. The rest of us, mere hob
byists in the world of stabbing hooks into
the mouths of aquatic life, would fall si
lent too, groping for an appropriate re
sponse. Should we comfort them? Or
should we act as though nothing hap
pened? Perhaps there was a fishing hi
erarchy on the bridge, as ridiculous as
the concept seemed. As obnoxious and
extreme as they were, they were in a dif
ferent league than the rest of us.
One time, after such an incident, I
went over to them with my bucket of
worms and offered one to them. I told
them that I had caught a fish earlier, and
I thought that if they used the same bait,
they might catch a fish too. The man who
had lost the fish simply looked at me,
shook his head, and said, “No thanks, kid.
Get back to your dad.” He then turned
away from me without another word.
1 still go fishing every so often, but
not as much as 1 did with my dad and
brothers when 1 was younger. 1 guess 1
simply don’t see the appeal.

http://drawsketch . about.com/Iibrary/bl-step-tropical-fish. him

She said, he said

Making PC an emotionally stable place,
one letter at a time...
Dear Bombed Out,
I have a serious problem, y/ith wait
ing for people. Maybe I’m unromantic,
but I believe that this time in your life
should be focused on one thing: your
self. Is this selfish? Perhaps. But, the time
when you get to focus on yourself is run
ning thin. Soon, you’ll be a housewife,
then a mother—where your greatest joy
will reside in giving your kids baths and
making lots of grilled cheese sand
wiches, because Lord knows the kids
don’t like whatever you made for din
ner. And then your husband is off in the
military, protecting our country, yes, but
far from you. Then you get old and you
go through that midlife crisis in which
you buy every over-the-counter remedy
for wrinkles, and that just makes you
break out in acne you thought you lost
in your teenage years. Then, your kids
get old, move out, and leave you alone
with that husband you thought you loved
30 years ago, when you really should
have just been dancing at Prime Time
and drinking a Sex on the Beach.
If it’s meant to be, it will be. Please,
don t waste your youth waiting for your
life to begin. Take this time to discover
yourself. Be careful to remain close to
your old flame because in his situation
he is going to need people who care
about him back home. But caring for him
and wasting your life are two completely
different things. Let’s hope you will have
the courage to discover their differences.

This Week...

Should you
"Stand by your man"?

Dear Tiffany and Earl,
My boyfriend and I have been going out for seven
months now, and everything is great. I really enjoy hang
ing out with him, and we always have a good time to
gether. We are both smitten with each other and he is
totally someone I could see myself settling down with
in the future. The problem is that he is in the Marines
and is leaving for Iraq in two weeks. I love him, but I
am only a junior—should I wait for him? Should I even
think about settling down now? At the same time, I think
breaking up with him just because he is going overseas
will devastate him. What should I do?
—Bombed out in Bedford

We know you’ve been thinking about summer break. But, don’t
worry, we have too. We think you should ask us some questions
about it and how it will affect your relationships.
Write to Tiffany and Earl
Send youre-mails to:

Ask TiffanyEarl@yahoo. com

Dear Bombed,
I am a lover, not a fighter. Therefore I
cannot fully understand why one would
leave a beautiful girl to go fight and pos
sibly die. Don’t get me wrong, I am all
for supporting the troops, and that is why
1 say in the immortal words of Loretta
Lynn, “Sometimes it’s hard to be a
woman, giving all your love to just one
man. You’ll have bad times and he’ll have
good times, doing things that you don’t
understand. But if you love him you’ll
forgive him, even though he’s hard to
understand, and if you love him ... Oh
be proud of him . .. ’cause after all he’s
just a man ... STAND BY YOUR MAN,
give him two arms to cling to, and some
thing warm to come to when nights are
cold and lonely. Stand by your man and
show the world you love him, keep giv
ing all the love you can, BABY ... stand
by your man.”
If you don’t take my or Loretta’s ad
vice, it’s cool because 1 am sure your
boyfriend would be a more effective kill
ing machine without your love, with the
feeling of betrayal and hatred in his heart.

Portfolio
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Poetry is a Mirror which makes beautiful that which is distorted.
-- Percy Shelly

c

Approaching
by

Ashley Laferriere ’06
Portfolio Staff

It is always the dark,
Even in daylight.

The comers are shadowed.
As if, you could be standing there,
Holding out your hand.
Or there could be

e

Nothing at all.
There could be a thousand

y
ww\\\ nttmann-art.com/graphics/carousel.jpg

Unidentifiable noises.
Or a large, leathery-winged creature

r

With elephant eyes.
With the fingers

Mistakes

Of your great aunt,
Purring like a pleased kitten.
by

Kristina Reardon ’08

Next year and tomorrow
And the next day,

Asst. Portfolio Editor

I guess it was my mistake really
Carelessness always is
And don’t think I blame you
All I’m saying is
You’re going to have to be
a little more creative than that
to make an impression

peace

by

Tom Casano ’06

All standing in the comers
Of every shadow.
All crazed in their mystical cases.
Creatures promising disturbance.
Hissing and clapping and ticking.
Thousands of shining eyes.

Guest Writer

I know things change as the
years pass by
as the clouds shift positions
and carousels go round and round
I never really noticed that they changed
all that much before
before now

To sit quietly,
In the present moment.
Myself, sitting patiently, thinking.
Thinking not of anything or anyone.
Just thinking, wondering, sitting.
My mind in the present moment.

But there’s a different face riding that
carousel horse
And I don’t see the sail boat in the sky
Only air
But looking at the sky never really
Made sense to me anyways
Because the white and blue blend
together
After a while
And then they just turn black

The Lou reed

Thin women with long, uneven hair.
Unanswerable movement

Dangling waves across the
Back of a clenched hand.
Or laughter. Oh please, yes.
Warm laughter that welcomes.

Street

hassle blues
don't

slip away

by

Dan Meehan ’07

Portfolio Staff

Rainbows,
let the boys have sex with the boys,
who’s to say who
can and can’t be gay,
homophobic hucksters
too scared to drag their cans to the
curb.

It is time to go South,
it is time to say goodbye
to these street sweepers,
junkies and artists,
just watch it slip,
slip away.

Is this a Kiwanis Club?
A family meeting I’m banned from?
“No es una iglesia.”
I guess it’s hard to get that
goddamn camel through the needle’s
eye,
let somebody else give it a try.

BUT,
we got the straight story
of divorce and abuse and
abundant chemical use—
we’ll be damned to come to any sort of
truce.
The fear of the sack coming down.

Walt wonders what it’s like
down there and I do too.
Between two tin cans
and a basketball sneaker lace
lie the secrets I like to hear,
adolescent archives of the eternal
teenage girl pact, because

I like to read books on trains
and drive on the Garden State Park
way.
I got picked to play this part
so I can’t complain.
I didn’t even have to try out,
they would have sent me away.

When you take questions from the
class,
make sure you think this one through,
don’t let the thought slip away.

I’m waiting for a train.
I ran all the way through the park,
to be the bread taker,
I just hope it don’t slip away,
man I hope it don’t slip away.

www.curri eran dives.infoFailroad/steam-engine.gif

I’d rather be ten than twenty.
I am scared of money.
I’m run out town, man, can’t you see?
The things this bubble is doin’ to me?
I’m slippin away. Yeah,
these days I’m slippin away.

Just let us all slip away,
with a man and a man,
a girl and a girl,
kissing and living and dying—
I bet the sex is great
and the conversation after
even better,
they hold hands instead
of grudges,
and talk of afterward together,
they see movies instead
ofjudges.
They slip away together,
brilliant, brilliant corners.

"Love is gone away
took the rings off my fingers
And there’s nothing left to say
but, oh how, oh how I need him, baby,
Come on, baby, I need you baby
oh, please don’t slip away
I need your loving so bad, babe
please don’t slip away. ’’
—Lou Reed

—these days-

Q: I thought God didn’t make mis
takes?
I’m waiting for a train.
I’m just waitin’ to slip away.
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Looking for mystery,
adventure, punctuation?

Come down to Slavin
G05 and fill out an
application today!

Roving Photographers
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What is your favorite thing
about spring at PC?

“Going outside and playing sports.”
James Pisko ’08

“Seeing everyone outside enjoying the sunshine!”
Amy Caldwell ’07and Liz Iannessa ’07

“Phil DiBuono.”
Paul Cotter ’06, Phil DiBuono ’07, and Ryan Hayes ’06

“Ridiculousfest.”
Erin Heney ’08

“Girls in skirts.”
Christian Gunneson ’08 and Kara Callahan ’06

The PC Friar Says...
“Running around frantically and screaming. Oh wait, I do that
all the time.”
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores — Standings — Statistics — Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Elena Romero

Mark Seyer

Women’s Softball
Senior—Chula Vista, Calif.
The senior slugger led the Friars to a 3-1
week, and earned Big East Player of the
Week honors for her efforts, going 8-for-13
with one homer, six RBIs, and a run
scored. Romero is also currently riding a
career-high 10-game hit streak.

Men’s Lacrosse
Senior—Kirkwood, Mo.
Seyer was instrumental in PC’s 16-3
thrashing of Wagner over the weekend,
tallying three goals, scooping five
groundballs and winning 13-of-l4 face-off
opportunities. Seyer and the Friars are
now 2-0 in the MAAC.

Scores

Schedules
Thursday 3/30

Saturday 3/25

Softball at Villanova
Softball at Villanova
Lacrosse vs. Wagner

W, 7-2
W, 4-2
W, 16-3

Sunday 3/26

Softball at Rutgers
Softball at Rutgers

W, 11-1
L, 5-1

Softball at Quinnipiac (Doubleheader)

W, 5-3

Friday 3/31

All Day
All Day

Men’s Track at Stanford Invitational
Women’s Track at Stanford Invitational
Saturday 4/1

Lacrosse at Canisius
11:00 a.m.
Softball at DePaul (Doubleheader)
Noon
Men’s Track at Southern Connecticut Invitational All Day
Women’s Track at Southern Connecticut
Invitational All Day
Sunday 4/2

Tennis vs. Pittsburgh
Softball at Notre Dame (Doubleheader)

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Tuesday 4/4

Softball at Dartmouth (Doubleheader)

2:30 p.m.

Wednesday 4/5

Women’s Tennis at Connecticut
Men’s Lacrosse at Fairfield
Men’s Track at Quinnipiac
Women’s Track at Quinnipiac

3:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
TBA
TBA

Standings
Big East Women’s Softball Standings (3/29/06)
Team

Big East
W
L

T

Connecticut

4

0

0

MAAC Men’s Lacrosse Standings (3/29/06)

w

Overall
L

13

11

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Providence

3

0

16

Pittsburgh
Syracuse
St. John’s
Rutgers
Louisville
South Florida
DePaul
Notre Dame
Seton Hall
Villanova

1

5

3
3
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
2
3
0
0
0
0
4
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

17
14
18
6
19
28
11
13
14
4

12
14
12
19
4
18
8
10
16
19

T

Team
Marist
Providence
Siena
Canisius
Mt. St. Mary’s
Saint Joseph’s
Manhattan
VMI
Wagner

W
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

MAAC
L
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
1

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

w
3
2
1
2
I
1
2
1
0

Overall
L
2
2
4
5
5
7
5
5
7

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Lax: 16-3 win over Wagner Madness: PC grads square off
continued from back page
second goal with :36 left in the half put
ting the Friars up 11-1 and all but deci
sively ending Wagner’s hopes of accom
plishing anything in the game.
The half-time intermission did noth
ing to diminish the Friars momentum, as
PC came out and continued their stream
of unanswered goals as Kelly, Hollister,
and Ryan would each record another goal
on the day.
Now trailing 14-1 midway through
the third quarter, the Seahawks saw two
quick unassisted scores from freshman
Jeff Policicchio and junior Mike
Coleman. This was a surprising gasp
from a beaten and battered team, but it
in no way led to the hopes of a come
back as the Friars would respond with
two more goals from Seyer, and junior
Bennett Murphy who would score the
last goal of the day to make the final
score 16-3.
There is no other way to explain the
game except to say that the Friars
outplayed the Seahawks. PC outshot
Wagner, 53-22, and held a 50-22 advan
tage in groundballs. Both teams had pen
alties but the Friars were able to capital
ize on four out of their seven while the
Seahawks went 0-3.
Mark Seyer was named Metro Atlan
tic Athletic Conference (MAAC) Offen
sive Player of the Week on Monday,
March 27, for his performance versus
Wagner. Leaving the field with three
goals, five groundballs, and 13-14 on
face-off's, Seyer helped propel the Friars
to victory.
This marks the first time in his fouryear Providence Lacrosse career that
Seyer has been awarded these honors,
and the second consecutive week that a
PC player has held the honor.
“I was honored, but surprised,” said
Seyer about the MAAC Player of the
Week Honors. “1 attribute it to being on
a great line. Playing with Tom and Farley

as my wings allows us to win face-offs
which give us the opportunities we need
to score and that definitely worked for
us in Saturday’s game.”
The Friars, with two MAAC wins un
der their belt, will get ready for their next
foe, MAAC opponent Canisius College.
The Griffs currently stand at 2-5 overall
and 1 -1 in the MAAC after dropping a
11-4 loss to St. Joe’s.
The Griffs also field an All-Ameri
can, junior attackman Kevin Ross. Ross
is a dominant force on the field who, in
the St. Joe’s game, extended his multiple
point streak to 14 games and has scored
in 27 straight.
The Friars plan on locking him off
with junior defenseman Liam Smith in
hopes of ending Ross’ impressive scor
ing streak.
“In the MAAC, any team can beat any
team on any given day,” said Burdick.
“We have to forget what we know. We
can’t stereotype teams based on their past
performance, we can only focus on us,
our play, and what we can do.”
The Griffs lost to St. Joe’s Saturday,
11-4 in Philadelphia after a scoreless first
half. Being that the Friars defeated St.
Joe’s in double-overtime 8-7, the future
could bring another MAAC win for the
Friars, but Burdick issues caution and
anticipation for their meeting.
“On the road Canisius is a different
team than when they are at home,” ex
plained Burdick. “In my time here, we
have never beaten Canisius on the road.
It’s a war, and it will definitely be a war
between Providence and Canisius, and
we are looking forward to it.”
The Friars (2-2, 2-0 MAAC) hope to
record another win as they travel to Buf
falo, N.Y., on Saturday, April 1 to face
thier next MAAC opponent, the Canisius
College Griffs.
The Friars will then be back at home
for Wednesday, April 5 when they face
off against Fairfield at 7:00 p.m.

continued from back page

Donovan’s Gators.
While George Mason still has the title
of an 11 seed, Billy Donovan will remind
his team to not take that lightly, or else
they will share the same fate as those
from the D.C. bracket.
Before becoming spotlight coachers,
both Larranaga and Donovan had the
spotlight as players for Providence.
Larranaga played three years, becom
ing a captain as a senior. Named New
England Sophomore of the Year in 1969,
he switched from guard to forward for
his last two years, leading PC to an NIT
birth his final year.
Finishing with 1,258 points for his
career, he is 18th on PC’s scoring list and
was inducted to the College’s Hall of
Fame in 1992. He averaged 16.3 points
per game
with 6 assists and 3 rebounds.
Donovan played for the Rick Pitinocoached team that reached the Final Four
in 1987. He was inducted into PC’s Hall
of Fame in 1999 and still holds the school
record for three-pointers in a season with
97. He currently ranks 15th in the ca-

reer scoring. He averaged 10.9 points,
4.5 assists, and 1.6 rebounds per game.
While most of the nation has been
fixed upon George Mason’s remarkable
run, there is another game to be played
this weekend. LSU, which took down
Duke and Texas this past weekend, takes
on UCLA, which beat Gonzaga in a stun
ning last minute victory before suffocat
ing the first-seeded Memphis Tigers with
defense, allowing only 45 points.
While many know the name of LSU’s
“Big Baby” Glen Davis, few know of the
lineup of UCLA. Led by great guard
play of Jordan Farmar and Arron Affalo,
UCLA may have the most balanced
lineup left in the tournament. The un
derlying question of that game is
whether the Bruins can handle the Tigers’
size and agility down in the low post.
After what has happened in this year’s
bracket, it is a toss-up picking victors in
both games. In what should be a fun
game for PC fans and alumni, can
Larranaga’s Colonials wrap up the
Gators like the crocodile hunter, or will
Donovan’s crew swallow the elusive
Cinderella slipper? Make sure to tune
in this Saturday to find out.

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
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Softball: Hot start continues with 3-1 week
continued from back page
Bartholomew, who hit an RBI double,
and Romero, who hit a two-run RBI
double. Villanova got a run back in the
bottom of the fourth to cut the Friars’ lead
to 3-1. PC picked up another run in the
seventh as Sheehy was hit by a pitch with
the bases-loaded, forcing home the run
to make it 4-1.
Villanova would not go home quietly,
as they threatened in their last time up in
the bottom of the seventh. They did all
their damage with two outs as they scored
a run and eventually loaded the bases (the
winning run was at first), but Maccio was
able to induce the game-ending
groundout to give the Friars a nail-bit
ing 4-2 win.
Romero and Willette were the offen
sive stars in the second game with two
hits each. Romero also led the Friars with
twoRBls. Surosky went four innings and
was credited with the win, giving up an

earned run on five hits while striking out
two and walking one. Maccio pitched
three innings, giving up one unearned
run, striking out one and walking one.
Jackets said the team was “certainly
happy that we swept Villanova; they’ve
been perennially a solid team in our re
gion.”
“It was awesome to sweep Villanova
since we hadn’t done that since I’ve been
here (we split last year),” Bartholomew
added. “It was such a great feeling—
everybody did their job so it was even
that much better to win.”
The Friars continued their Tri-State
journey as they traveled to New
Brunswick, N.J. on Sunday to meet
Rutgers in a doubleheader.
Providence had no trouble finding
their potent offense in the first game, as
they won 11-1 in five innings (a mercy
rule shortened affair). Leadoff hitter
Bowers started the game with a single
and she came around on an RBI single

Project MAPLE
(Making Adjustments for Positive Life Enhancement)

Females between 18 and 24
you may be eligible to participate in a Research Study
Project MAPLE is a study about the health behaviors of
young adults. The purpose of this project is to learn more
about how young adults understand behaviors that could
put their health at risk.

„

.Eligible participants receive:

Participation is completely confidential.

• Compensation for interviews
• Free STD testing
If you are interested in learning more about this study, please contact:

Project MAPLE

444-0906

by Pittman. The Friars added another
run in the second on an RBI single by
senior first baseman Tara Sullivan, scor
ing Romero to put PC up 2-0. In the
bottom of the third, Rutgers scored their
first run but that prompted PC to erupt
for nine runs in the fourth.
The Friars used five hits and three
Scarlet Knights errors in the inning to
take a commanding 11-1 lead. The high
lights of the inning were Romero’s tworun homer and Willette’s two-run double.
Once again, Surosky and Maccio
teamed up for the Friars on the mound.
Surosky went three innings for her ca
reer-high 11th win of the season. She
gave up one run on three hits while strik
ing out one and walking one. Maccio
pitched two scoreless innings, giving up
only one hit and striking out one. It was
the third time this young season that the
Friars have put up 11 runs (16 is their
season-high).
“We’ve always had a very strong of
fensive team and when our bats are there
we’re a tough lineup to get through one
through nine. We have people that can
come in off the bench and step in to have
a changeable lineup,” Jackets said. “Our
pitching has been doing their job—keep
ing us in the game—we’re not looking
to strike out people, we’re looking to
hold opponents at bay so we can get our
bats going eventually.”
In the second game, Rutgers jumped
out to an early 3-0 lead in the bottom of
the first and the Friars simply could not
climb out of that hole. Surosky settled
down after a rough first inning and
pitched three scoreless innings. Unfor
tunately, her teammates couldn’t find the
run support for her like they usually do.
Sullivan led off the top of the fifth with a

homer, but PC couldn’t rally from
there—in fact, that was the last hit they’d
get in the game.
The Friars were held to five hits in
the second game and stranded five run
ners on base. Surosky went for three in
nings and was saddled with the loss, af
ter giving up four runs, all earned, on four
hits while striking out six and walking
two. Maccio went two innings, giving
up one run on two hits.
Bowers felt like the Friars “came out
flat in the second game. We had some
trouble; they got up on us and we weren’t
able to battle back. That game didn’t
show our potential and what we can do.”
Providence has their home opener on
Thursday at 2:00 p.m. versus Quinnipiac,
a non-conference doubleheader. The
Friars are having a lot of success on the
road, but everyone enjoys playing in the
friendly confines of home.
“I think we’ve had five weekends (in
cluding this upcoming one) in a row
away,” said Romero. “It’s so nice hav
ing a home crowd and not having to
worry about travel and having to do
school-work at the same time.”
After that they have four Big East
games, as they travel to Chicago to play
two against DePaul on Saturday and two
at Notre Dame on Sunday. Romero was
recognized as the Big East softball player
of the week for her efforts against
Villanova and Rutgers.
The Friars have their sights set on the
Big East Tournament at the end of the
season. The single-elimination tourna
ment was expanded to eight teams this
year, and the Friars feel they have a good
shot of making it, although there’s plenty
of softball to be played before then.

CLASSIFIEDS
'Kent

Apartments for Rent

Many 3-12 bed recently
renovated apartments and
houses available. Houses on
Oakland, Pembroke, Eaton,
Pinehurst, and Tyndall.
Many have new baths, hard
woods, parking, and laundry.
Some available with phone,
cable, and high speed
internet jacks in every room.
Call 952-0966 for details.

Apartment for Rent!

Pembroke Ave near PC 2nd
and 3rd floors: 3 Large
Bedrooms, new porch, new
kitchen appliances, stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
new gas baseboard heat, and
gas hot water, new bath
rooms. Secure area with
lighted parking. $1,200.00
per month Call 831-3100.

LOOKING FOR A PLACE OFF-CAMPUS?

Great house for group of 4-5. Comer of Admiral St. and
Huxley Ave. Off-street parking, washer/dryer, DW, alarm,
porch, fireplace, and more. Call M. Perry 334-4045.
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Friar
PC opens Big East play on a roll
flavor
to Final
Four
by

Rich Slate ’06

Sports Staff

Spring is just beginning in
New England, but the Provi
dence College Softball team’s
bats and gloves have been hot
for weeks now.
SOFTBALL The Friars are
off to their best
start in 10
years, and their winning ways
BY Bradley Chen ’08
continued over to the confer
Sports Staff
ence portion of their schedule
Like the past rounds of the as they had their first two league
NCAA Men’s basketball tourna doubleheaders—at Villanova
ment, the Final Four could not University and at Rutgers Uni
have been predicted. The Elite versity—this past weekend.
Eight games played this past The Friars swept Villanova 7-2
weekend defied reasoning, and 4-2 on Saturday, and beat
odds, and threw the point of hav Rutgers 11-1 on Sunday to
ing seeds out the window. All stretch their winning streak to
of the first-seeded teams are eight games before bowing to
gone, while an 11 seed is the talk Rutgers 5-1 in the last game of
of the town.
their road-trip. The Friars are
While brackets have been currently 16-5 overall, with a 3torn up with anger, Providence [ 1 record in the Big East.
students have a reason to smile,
Senior Elena Romero felt
as two PC grads take their teams like her team wasn’t getting
to Indianapolis. Billy Donovan, caught up in the winning streak.
who graduated in 1987, has his “A streak is not even a big deal
Florida Gators back in the Fi because we play so many games
nal Four (the last time was in (between 40 and 50) and losses
2000). Donovan’s third-seeded happen.”
team snuck by the Georgetown
Friars Head Coach Kerri
Hoyas, 57-53, while making Jackets cited her team’s unified
gator bait out of Villanova, 75- effort as tbe key to their early62, on Sunday.
season success.
They have been carried on
“We don’t have a standout at
the back of Joakim Noah, whose this point; we have a team where
presence on the inside has dis each person is doing a little bit
rupted cutting guards and power and if each person holds their
players alike. Their half court end of the bargain then we’re
defense has been severely un
derrated. The youthful Gators
start four sophomores and run
the court very well. Their op
by Greg Hartwell ’07
ponent on Saturday will be the
Sports Staff
Colonials of George Mason.
George Who? The
Having just squeezed out an
Cinderella season of George
Mason continues on—and is 8-7 double-overtime victory
seen as possibly the greatest run against St. Joe’s the week be
in College Hoops history. fore, the Providence College
Coach Jim Larranaga, a 1971
Men’s
La
PC grad, and the Patriots beat
LACROSSE crosse team
three past champions to make it
members de
to Indianapolis. Taking out
cided to give
sixth-seeded Michigan State, themselves a little more breath
third-seeded and defending na ing room last Saturday, at the
tional champion North Carolina, Friar Lacrosse Complex as they
upstart Wichita State, and the blew away Wagner College, 16first-seeded Connecticut Hus 3. This marked the Friars’ sec
kies (in an 86-84 overtime ond MAAC game, and in
creases their record to 2-0 in the
thriller) this past weekend.
With the game being played MAAC and 2-2 overall. The
in Washington D.C.—not far loss for Wagner marks the first
from the George Mason campus of what should be many for the
in Fairfax, Va.—the Patriots had Seahawks in the MAAC and
a great fan base to support them. their seventh of the season.
“Obviously we don’t go into
Though it took overtime and a
slew of remarkably clutch shots every game with an expectation
to dispose of the Huskies—a of a certain performance,” said
Huskies team which never lived Head Coach Chris Burdick.
up to its potential this tourna “We focus on making sure that
ment—the Patriots stamped we are prepared for our perfor
mance. When the game comes
their ticket to the Final Four.
Larranaga told his team since we then make adjustments in
entering the tournament that regards to success. Versus
there is no reason why they Wagner there weren’t many ad
should lose a game, and his team justments that we needed to
has fed off his positive coach make.”
As the game got underway
ing. Larranaga called his team
who plays in the Colonial Ath it was evident that the Seahawks
letic Association the “Connecti were outmatched. Winning the
cut Assassins.” They certainly first of his 13 face-offs, senior
accomplished their mission, and Mark Seyer helped Providence
next in their sights are gain and maintain control of the
game. Seyer would go 13-14
MADNESS/Page 22 and record five groundballs on

winning games,” she said. “Our
offense is setting the tone for
our defense and our defense is
setting the tone for our pitching.
Once we have all three compo
nents working and in motion
together then we’re doing well.”
In the first game at
Villanova, the Wildcats took a
1-0 lead in the bottom of the
first. The Wildcats used two
hits and an error to take the lead
on Friars junior pitcher Sara
Surosky. Both teams were quiet
in the second and third innings,
but the Friars exploded for three
runs in the top of the fourth.
Sophomore second baseman
Sam Pittman started the one-out
rally by hitting a double. Jun
ior
Catcher
Rachel
Bartholomew advanced Pittman
to third and with two outs
Romero came through with the
RBI single to plate Pittman.
Freshman right fielder Mary
Sheehy followed that with a
two-run homer to put the Friars
up 3-1 after the top of the fourth.
In the top of the fifth, the
Friars scored another run, as se
nior left fielder Michelle Bow
ers worked a two-out walk be
fore senior third baseman
Michelle Willette hit an RBI
double to score Bowers and put
the Friars up 4-1 going into the
bottom of the fifth. The Wild
cats hit a homer in the bottom
of the fifth to make it 4-2, but
that’s as close as they would get.
In their last at-bat in the top
of the seventh, the Friars closed
it out with three more runs.

Junior Sara Surosky added three victories to her record this
weekend, improving to 11-4, a career-high for Surosky. The
Friars opened up their Big East schedule this past weekend
with doubleheaders against Villanova and Rutgers.
Pittman added an RBI single and giving up two runs (one
and Bartholomew added a two- earned) on five hits while strik
run RBI single to close out the ing out six and walking none.
scoring. Surosky finished the
In the nightcap of the double
first game strong, allowing only header vs. Villanova, Surosky
one hit in the bottom of the sev once again started and freshman
enth as the Friars won 7-2.
Jennifer Maccio relieved her to
Pittman and Romero led the finish it. The teams were score
balanced, seven-hit attack with less through two innings, but the
two apiece, while Bartholomew Friars opened up the scoring in
and Sheehy supplied two RBIs the third inning with three runs.
each. Surosky went the distance The timely hits were supplied by
and picked up her ninth win of
the season, going seven innings
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Lax flies to win, 2-0 record in MAAC

Junior defenseman Pat James and the PC defense was
dominating over Wagner, holding the Seahawks to just three
goals. The I1 riars are tied for first place in the conference
with a 2-0 record.
the day.
a stunned Wagner defense.
“We focused on our play last
“Our game plan was to at
week,” said Seyer. “We worked tack the cage on offense,” said
on the face a lot and when game Burdick. “On D we didn’t want
time came, we were able to ex to 'have to slide. We wanted to
ecute what we were supposed cover their players one-on-one,
and we were able to accomplish
to and it showed.”
Putting the Friars up on the both of our goals.”
Senior Michael Farley
boards first was senior Tom
Kelly, who has been one of would be the next Friar to net
Providence’s leading scorers an unassisted goal in the first
this season. Kelly netted the first quarter, before sophomore
two goals of the game at 12:25, Devin McBride would hook up
and 7:51. It was only shortly off of junior Mark Bundra’s
after that the rest of the Friar pass; to put the Friars up by four
crew would leave their mark on before the second quarter.

The Friars’ romp of four un
answered goals would have
continued until Seahawk Taylor
Poschmann was able to sneak
one in for the Wagner effort at
10:46. Following Poschmann’s
goal probably brought a sense
of hope for the Seahawks, be
fore the hope was dashed with
what looked like shooting prac
tice for the Friars.
“We wanted to see some
guys and how they would play
in game situations,” said
Burdick. “We had the opportu
nity to rotate guys who are on
the cusp of playing into the
game, and see what they could
do.”
Nearly every Friar on the
field got in the mix as the Friars
went on a seven-goal run before
closing out the half.
Freshman Bobby Labadini
started off the run via a junior
Brendan Ryan assist on a manup opportunity. Bundra fol
lowed, netting an unassisted
goal all even before graduate
student Jonathan Hollister made
his mark compliments of junior
Mark Dillon’s assist. Seyer
would net his first of three in a
man-up situation off of another
Ryan assist before Ryan would
net his own goal by means of a
pass from Farley. Thanks to an
other penalty the Friars capital
ized on another man-up oppor
tunity giving Kelly his third goal
of the game. Seyer would net his
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